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The

Reality Contagion

For many, sports are a dress rehearsal for life.
Think back to your youth ... all by
yourself on a field, on a tennis court
or in a gymnasium. For me, it was a
dirt driveway with a net-less, rusty basketball hoop bolted to the side of the
garage. As a boy, I practiced basketball
over and over on that driveway — many
times I would play a game with myself
— winding down an imaginary clock in
my head . . . five, four ... this is going
to be the last shot, our team is down
by one point, the arena is packed with
breathless spectators on the edge of
their seats — the season-ending championship game. I would fake to the left,
then drive right, dribbling the ball
behind my back . . . three, two ... leaping high off the ground ... one ... the
ball decidedly leaves my hands ... the
buzzer sounds . . . it arcs toward the
basket, then . . . swish ... the winning
shot!! The crowd erupts. The team has
just won the championship.
For most, dreaming about the future
is more aspirational than reliving the
past. For others, dwelling in the past
obfuscates tomorrow. The art of life —
and indeed leadership — is to fleetingly
savor the past, realistically anticipate
the future and continuously navigate
the present. To do so, one must accurately assess the reality of today.
Like spectators in childhood basketball dreams, people today are on the
edge of their seats — as if we are collectively waiting for another Lehman
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Brothers-esque moment. Uncertainty
is currently wearing the mask of reality,
creating fear, anxiety and the most devastating of unintended consequences:
paralysis. In the midst of such turmoil,
the classic reaction is to play it safe or
do nothing. But paralysis never wins a
championship, only an occasional game.
Athletics and leadership are like
bread and butter: the ability to transform the agony of defeat into the thrill
of victory; to find that bright spot in
the sky, enabling dreams to become
beliefs and in turn become reality; to
recognize the only real failure is failing to fail.
One of the most distinguished and
inspiring leaders Korn/Ferry has known
wasn’t in the boardroom. He was on
the sidelines of a football field — in fact,
he was a high school football coach —
albeit America’s most winning football
coach ever, with more victories than
anyone else at the high school, college
or professional level. Earlier this year,
85-year-old John McKissick completed
his 60th season as head football coach
at Summerville High School in South
Carolina, with a career record of almost
600 wins. To McKissick, each of those
victories belongs to the players. Victory,
however, isn’t achieved without failure
— as the coach, McKissick overtly takes
responsibility for the 143 career losses.
Or, as he puts it: players win games;
coaches lose them.

My favorite McKissick story, which
I profiled in the book “No Fear of Failure,” demonstrates the essence of leadership — navigating the present reality
while never losing sight of the horizon.
At the time we met with McKissick at a
high school in South Carolina, he had
accumulated 576 wins. On his right
hand, McKissick wears a large ring
with the number 500 set in diamonds
against a green background. It was a
gift from a former player in honor of
his 500th victory, which put him in the
record books and set off a flurry of national media attention in the United
States. Every time McKissick goes uptown, the former player keeps telling
him, “I want to give you one that says
600.” In classic McKissick fashion, the
coach expressionlessly replied, “All I
want is one that says 577 — just one
more game.”
Learning from defeat and pursuing
one victory at a time is how McKissick
has achieved success — along with consistency, discipline and a strong work
ethic. “I’ve always tried to do it one at a
time,” he added. “It’s a hard job to keep
the kids from thinking down the line.
Same in life or anything else: you’ve got
to take care of what is happening now.”
Today, however, many leaders are
not taking care of what is happening
now. They are simply reacting to it. We
are paralyzed by today, myopically focused on the uncertainty of the present
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rather than the reality of today. This
summer, I attended the Queen’s Club
tennis tournament in London, the precursor to Wimbledon. David Nalbandian, an Argentine professional and
former world No. 3, was leading Marin
Cilic by a set on a peaceful Sunday afternoon. The match seemed to be completely in Nalbandian’s hands when
suddenly, after missing a lunging forehand, Nalbandian kicked an on-court
advertising board, which was several
inches directly in front of the line
judge’s chair. The board violently flew
off its hinges and struck the judge on
the shin causing blood to pour from a
nasty gash. The match was over — Nalbandian was immediately disqualified.
Temper tantrum? Possibly. Intentional?
No. The truth was Nalbandian was so
intensely focused on the moment that
he probably didn’t notice the line judge
even inches away. Likewise, businesses
and leaders today need to occasionally
zoom back to 38,000 feet to scan the
entire airspace. Whether it is athletics
or leadership, like most things in life,
balance is required.
Around the globe and across industries, the CEOs I’ve spoken with have
consistent observations: they are fighting for growth and relevancy while
conserving cash and cutting costs; they
are asking employees to do more with
less but are increasingly concerned
about keeping employees engaged, motivated and relevant. It is as if everyone
is operating from the same playbook.
The levers of growth are simply not as
obvious now with the absence of the
Western conspicuous consumer.
Leaders today need to be substantially more forward leaning. I, for one,
am getting tired of the word “uncertainty.” It is time to close that chapter
of the book — the only certainty will
be uncertainty — for some time. Great
coaches don’t adopt, they adapt and
adjust. Leaders must as well. Similarly,
winning teams are those that have the
most engaged and innovative talent
rowing in unison toward a common
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purpose. Yes, the strategy and playbook
are important, but 90 percent of strategy is execution and 90 percent of execution is the team.
And so, we have dedicated this issue to sports, which permeates our
culture, literally and metaphorically.
Sport is where we find some of our
heroes and inspiration as well as leadership lessons. Sports are also big
business. They influence the shoes we
wear and the clothes we buy. If we can’t
run, jump, throw and slam dunk like
the stars, at least we can dress like
them — and there are two articles
about that in this issue. One about
the tremendous success achieved by
Under Armour, which makes fitness
clothes; the other is about the two
athletes who started Sheex, a start-up
that makes a new type of bedsheet.
For many, sports are life’s first invitation to competition, self-discipline,
leadership and, most important, failure. They are also the ultimate arena in
which performance, not pedigree, is
the ultimate equalizer. Geoffrey Mutai
of Kenya couldn’t afford to go to secondary school and had to work on a
farm, but tried to keep up his running
until an injury nearly ended his career.
Today, Mutai is one of the top marathon runners in the world, having
posted the best time ever in the Boston
Marathon. And sports remind us of the
dangers of hubris and the inconceivable vulnerability of the mighty.
It is Darwinian and a fact of life
that the bigger the pond, the less relevant each fish. Those who are the stars
of their college teams suddenly discover a new constellation of competitors at the professional level. The last
pick in the American football N.F.L.
draft earns the dubious distinction of
being “Mr. Irrelevant.” But truly it is a
matter of perspective, which can so
easily be lost. And, as sports so cruelly
shows, where you start doesn’t necessarily indicate where you finish — an
important lesson for all leaders. One
person who keenly understands this

perspective is Andrew Luck (the No. 1
overall pick in this year’s N.F.L. draft),
featured in this issue of Briefings. Luck
decided to stay at Stanford University
and graduate rather than play professionally a year earlier. His first professional season is not yet finished, and
he is already a role model.
Also in this issue, there is a look
at NASCAR, which began in the hills
of the South and has grown into the
largest spectator sport in the United
States. But like all businesses, this
sport has challenges — reaching a

more diverse community of enthusiasts, and globalization. But, it is responding with a plan.
There are many other interesting
articles in this issue, including ones
about why we like sports; what it’s
like to own a team; what it’s like to run
ESPN, the global sports media network;
and others.
From the Daytona 500 to the Fortune 500, winning teams continuously
confront reality. They know that they
are only as good as their last performance. In a decade of readjustment,
what got us here won’t take us there. It’s
time to disrupt the contagion of uncertainty and put our traditional thinking
out of business. Worst case, failure will
be a rehearsal for success.
I hope you enjoy the issue. 
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T in ing
The Great Performance Debate
Is it innate talent or hard work that makes athletes great?
Or is it something else?

T

here’s an old adage in boxing
that a good big man will always
beat a good little man. In a
sport that measures skill pound for
pound, it is axiomatic that greater inherent attributes will always win out.
In fact, the belief that true greatness
in any sport is the province of the genetically gifted athlete has been accepted and even cherished for a long
time — and modern science, some
would say, has confirmed the notion.
Since the mapping of the human
genome was completed, scientists
have linked more than 200 genes to
physical performance. Studies have
identified fragments of DNA that appear to influence the power of one’s
grip, the strength of a ligament, the
capacity of muscles to grow, the volume of one’s aerobic capacity or the
propagation of fast-twitch muscle
fibers. As the study of performance
genes progresses, however, the links
between them and actual performance get murkier.
In 2008, Yannis Pitsiladis, a biologist at the University of Glasgow, de-

cided to see how many of the 24 genes
associated with sprinting or endurance were present in the genomes of
nine men who had held the world record in either the 100-meter dash or
the marathon. Surprisingly, he found
that based on those genes, the recordholders were in the genetic mainstream. When he analyzed elite Ken
yan distance runners, he found that
three-quarters of them were from a
single tribe that makes up only 10
percent of Kenya’s population. At first
take, that would seem to indicate a
genetic advantage, but again it was
not so. When Pitsiladis compared
the runners to a group of randomly
selected Kenyans, he found little
genetic difference. What he found
instead were significant behavioral
and environmental differences: The
athletes were far more likely to be
living at altitude in the Rift Valley
and much more likely as children to
have run several miles to school and
back. Pitsiladis’ work, along with
that of others, clearly suggested that
elite sports performance may not

be based as much upon genetics as
had been previously believed.
In recent years, a number of
books and studies have aggressively
questioned whether innate talent,
as we commonly understand it, even
exists. Malcolm Gladwell’s book,
“Outliers,” drew the most attention.
In it, he noted that a disproportionate number of elite Canadian hockey
players were born in the first few
months of the year. Gladwell explained that since youth hockey
leagues determine eligibility by calendar year, those born in January
and February are bigger and more
mature than their cohorts and often
misidentified as better athletes. “The
kids born in those lucky months get
a chance to work harder than their
peers,” said Gladwell. “They get three
or four times as much ice time —
and that’s huge. The most important
attribute is clearly work.”
In his book, “Talent Is Overrated,”
Geoff Colvin similarly argued that
talent is an ill-defined concept and
there is little evidence that it has a

When you feel your brain turning to mush in your next budget meeting, it might not be your imagination. It turns
out small-group dynamics — such as jury deliberations, collective bargaining sessions, and cocktail parties —
can alter the expression of IQ in some susceptible people. Source: Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute
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cause-and-effect relationship to excellent performance. Daniel Coyle,
author of “The Talent Code,” summarized the argument succinctly: “ ‘Natural talent’ is just code for ‘started
earlier and practiced harder.’ ”
Gladwell, Colvin and Coyle all
drew on the work of Anders Ericsson,
a psychology professor at Florida
State University whose work suggests that expert performance is
rooted not in inherent attributes, but
in acquired skills, knowledge and
physiological adaptation to intense,
deliberate practice. As Ericsson defines it, deliberate practice requires
setting specific goals, focusing on

technique as much as outcome and
engaging in endless, exacting repetition with continual feedback. Ericsson concluded that it takes 10,000
hours — roughly 10 years — of deliberate practice to become expert.
Mark Verstegen, CEO of Athletes’
Performance, a company that trains
elite and professional athletes, agrees.
His experience tells him that, beyond
a physical baseline necessary to be a
professional athlete, nurture always
surpasses nature in its influence on
performance — even for the most
supremely gifted. However, current
genetic research suggests that the
line between nature and nurture is

Briefings on Talent & Leadership

less distinct than previously thought.
Some athletic attributes once assumed to be entirely genetic may be
underpinned by environmental factors, while others that appear to be
entirely the product of hard work
and willpower may have important
genetic components.
Over the past two decades, for
example, Heritage Family Study data
have shown that a good deal of a
person’s potential for improvement
with training is genetically inherited,
regardless of how hard they work.
Other researchers have found that
even the motivation to work is linked
to genes that regulate dopamine, a

Q4.2012
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Sports in

E

arly in the 2011 film “Moneyball,” Peter Brand, a baseball
neophyte with an economics

degree from Yale, shakily offers Oak-

land Athletics general manager Billy

SAY WHAT?

Beane his iconoclastic view of how

Hustler (n.) A person holding down several part-time, temporary jobs. Data
suggests as many as 20% of Americans are underemployed or juggling
multiple jobs. Source: CNN

the team should be run. “Your goal
shouldn’t be to buy players; your
goal should be to buy wins. And in
order to buy wins, you need to buy
runs. Baseball thinking is medieval.

brain chemical involved in sensations of pleasure and reward. So, not
only is physical potential to a great
degree genetically determined, but
so it seems is the capacity and propensity to improve with work.
Conversely, scientists in the
growing field of epigenetics are
learning that behavior and environment can affect genes — and in surprisingly short time frames. Cellu
lar material that sits on top of the
genome can govern the degree to
which the gene exerts its influence.
In prenatal development, these “epigenetic marks” are what determine
the destiny of a given cell, whether
it will become part of an eye, a taste
bud or a toenail. But it has now been
discovered that environmental factors such as social interaction, physical activity, diet and other inputs
continue to trigger changes in the
epigenome throughout life, allowing
cells to respond dynamically.
“Genes do not act in a vacuum,”
noted Bernd Heinrich, a biologist
and national-class runner. “Genes
are very plastic. They can be turned
on or off. Look at a caterpillar and a
butterfly. They’ve got the same genes.
One flies, and one can barely crawl.”

8
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Epigenetic changes are not evolution; they don’t alter DNA. But
their governing tendencies can nevertheless be passed on. Some researchers are now considering the
possibility that the physical and
mental stressors introduced by socalled deliberate practice can initiate
epigenetic changes that can “create”
elite performance — perhaps even
within a single lifetime. “How does
the body respond to various training
effects? The possibilities are seemingly endless,” said Steve Magness,
a coach and scientific adviser for the
Nike Oregon Project.
Studies currently under way
should help clarify the link between
epigenetics and sports prowess, but
they will probably do little to illuminate the elusive nature of talent.
Even the most ardent devotees of the
“10,000-hour rule” concede there is
a wide gulf between extreme proficiency and greatness. Greatness requires creativity, imagination, the
willingness to take risks and the intuition to know when and how to do
so. All the motivation and hard work
in the world cannot create these attributes, but it can reveal them and
hone them to a diamond-hard edge.

They are asking all the wrong questions. Using the stats the way we
read them, we’ll find value in players
that no one else can see.”
The movie was based on Michael
Lewis’s best-selling 2003 book of
the same name, which told the true
story of how Beane used smart and
novel statistical analysis to gain
unique competitive advantage with
a payroll that was a fraction of his
rivals’. Although Lewis’s book was
groundbreaking, the phenomenon it
chronicled seems quaint compared
to the game-changing level of analysis being done today by nearly every
team in every sport.
Not long ago, the proponents of
sports analytics were considered
less than credible by traditionalists
who grew up making judgments on
the basis of personal experience and
instinct. But that has changed rapidly. At this year’s sixth annual MIT
Sloan School of Management’s
Sports Analytics Conference, 73
professional teams and 175 colleges were represented, all seeking
insight from the best analytical
minds about innovations, new re-

the Analytic Age

search and best practices.
Sport has always used data to a
rudimentary degree, mostly to eval-

SportVU data courtesy of STATS LLC

uate and manage on-field perfor-

support system” that is updated
daily with new reports from scouts.
Even in baseball, where an affinity for statistics has always been

Like most aspects of life,
sport is being transformed,
both on the field and off,
by the torrential availability
of information.

mance, but even that has greatly ex-

part of the game, the level and lever-

panded in scope and complexity in

age of analysis has escalated dra-

pitching statistics) and LIPS (late-

recent years. In professional football,

matically. Old-school stats like ERA

inning pressure situations).

for instance, where performance

(earned run average) and RBI (runs

According to Chris Marinak, se-

gauges like the vertical jump, the

batted in) that once set the stan-

nior director of labor economics for

40-yard dash and standard mental

dards of greatness have been moved

Major League Baseball, the sport is

acuity tests have been relied upon

aside for an array of esoteric calcu-

now working on devising better ana-

for years, many teams are now going

lations like OPS (on-base percentage

lytics for a different purpose: “We

much further. The New England Pa-

plus slugging percentage), VORP

have an electronic medical history

triots, for example, track their own

(value over replacement player),

tracking system for over 200 major

proprietary set of data points on po-

BABIP (batting average on balls in

and minor league teams that can tell

tential players with a “draft decision

play), DIPS (defense-independent

us what types of activities are con-
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ducive to what types of injuries. We

of which comes from their ubiquitous

makes people attracted to certain

can also tell where on the field cer-

use of mobile devices, even while at

athletes or events.” That attraction

tain injuries are most likely to occur.

events — will ultimately enable dy-

often has less to do with on-field

That opens the door to a lot of differ-

namic and variable pricing for tick-

performance than with an athlete’s

ent analysis to improve care and re-

ets, pay-per-view events, fantasy

personal brand — unique style, solid

duce injuries.”

sports games and even merchandise.

values, likability, reach and influence.

“Helping venues sell more tickets

In today’s world, that brand is in-

starts with getting a holistic view of

creasingly projected through and

In several sports, optical tracking

the fan, getting all your data in one

measured by social media.

systems are being used to map the

Forese, senior vice president at Live-

for evaluating athletes and the expo-

positions of the players and the ball,

Analytics, a TicketMaster company.
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systems are being used to map the

fred, executive vice president of
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positions of the players and the ball,

Major League Baseball. According

to drive consumer behavior, social

as well as vectors and velocities on

to Adam Silver, deputy commis-

media analytics services like Klout,

Data analysis is even beginning

As marketers have begun to

every play. “It adds up to more than

sioner of the National Basketball
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a million data points per game,” said

Association, predictive data model-

to rate and continually update the
reach and influence of social media
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users. Many companies, including
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by allowing players and owners to
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In basketball, for example, they can
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study where all 10 players and the

ary cap systems, tax structures
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and revenue-sharing arrangements.

any given moment and determine
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However, some still take a measured approach to this analytic age.

which patterns are most likely to
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“There’s no single analytic that would

lead to scoring. They can also learn

ships — a global total of about

determine whether an athlete would

what combinations of players or

$50 billion annually — they too are
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player types (penetrating point
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tively evaluate their investments.
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“Analytics are becoming more impor-

Sarah Robb O’Hagan, president of

effective when on the court together.

tant on the front end of that,” said

PepsiCo’s Gatorade, had a similar

Off the field, analytics are having

Phil de Picciotto, president of the

take: “Just adding up Facebook ‘likes’

an equally big impact on the business

sports agency Octagon. “We’ve got

doesn’t wind up being as important as

of sports. The tracking of fan-related

a research division that can sepa-

the qualitative pieces. There’s still so

data and behavior patterns — much

rate into 20-some categories what

much art that goes with the science.”
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What You See is What You Get
In sports, perception and performance are closely linked.

Julian Finney/Getty Images

I

n the fifth set of the semifinals of
last year’s U.S. Open, Novak
Djokovic was down three games
to five and 15-40, facing two match
points against Roger Federer, perhaps the most talented, certainly the
most admired, tennis player of his
generation. The Serb waited coolly
at the baseline, barely moving except for a slight swaying of his shoulders, when in an instant, Federer’s
110-miles-per-hour serve was on him,
jamming his right side. Djokovic violently corkscrewed his body through
the ball, making a risky cross-court
forehand winner that stayed just
barely in bounds. After he went on
to win the match, Djokovic told the
press, “The forehand return, I cannot
explain to you because I don’t know
how it happened.”
According to Stephen Walker,
founder of Health & Sport Performance Associates, Djokovic had displayed a key characteristic of top-level
athletic performance: the ability to
switch one’s focus very quickly from
perception to decision to action —
what’s known as the PDA cycle. Djoko
vic first assessed the trajectory and
power of Federer’s serve, as well as
his opponent’s position and movement and other inputs from the
external environment. Then, as he
moved into the decision phase, his
focus became internal, incorporating
cues from his body and perceptions
of his own abilities in order to select
the most effective shot that could
be made. Finally, as he switched into
the action phase, cognition and
analysis shut down and instinct
and muscle memory took over to

execute the shot. All in the slimmest
fragment of an instant.
As players become more proficient, said Walker, they are even able
to go through a secondary perception and decision phase before they
execute their action. Essentially, they

a tight coupling between perception
and action in human beings. The internal and external information we
detect specifies to us possibilities for
performing an action. Gibson called
these possibilities “affordances” and
theorized that they are in continual

make yet another assessment before
playing their shot. In a player’s normal
performance state, the PDA cycle is in
serial operating mode. Peak performance, however, is enabled by a much
more efficient parallel operating
mode in which processes that were
sequential become simultaneous.
James J. Gibson, a 20th-century
psychologist, proposed that there is

flux dependent upon context. Affordances indicate to us what we are
capable of doing before we actually
do it. Studies have shown that elite
athletes demonstrate a superior ability to perceive not only their own
capabilities, but also those of others.
Bruce Abernethy of the School of
Human Movement Studies at the
University of Queensland, writing in
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The Latest Thinking
DO MOMS MAKE BETTER LEADERS?
Ninety-five percent of female professionals think raising
children has provided them with unique skills portable to
the workplace. The top transferrable skills are:
1. motivating and inspiring others
2. learning agility (applying past experience in new ways)
3. confidence

the journal Perception, noted that in
the realm of athletic expertise, learning appears “to be characterized by
progressive perceptual discrimination, increased attunement to ... the
essential informative features.”
Athletes commonly refer to this
heightened level of perception as
“being in the zone.” Tennis or baseball players say they see the ball moving slowly, almost suspended, and
growing larger and larger. The athlete feels calm, alert and supremely
capable — completely aware, but also
completely un-self-conscious. Green
Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers has described it this way: “When
you’re throwing the football the way
you want to, you’re not thinking about
it. It’s just coming off your hand
exactly the way you want it to, fluid
and confident.”
There is a good deal of research
documenting this phenomenon,
showing that how an athlete performs influences the way he sees
the world — not just metaphorically,
but on a physiological level. According to Christof Koch, a professor of
cognitive and behavioral biology at
the California Institute of Technology, “Our awareness is informed
and fine-tuned by any number of
transient factors — our strength
and energy levels, our sense of con
fidence, our fears and desires.”
Is the converse also true? Does
perception affect performance? In
a study published in April 2012 in
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Psychological Science, Jessica Witt,
assistant professor of psychological
sciences at Purdue University, sought
to find out. The study involved 36
college students putting a golf ball.
Using an optical trick called the Ebbinghaus illusion, the researchers altered how the subjects perceived the
size of the golf hole. In the first trial,
they projected a ring of 11 small circles of light that made the hole look
larger. In the second trial, they projected five large circles that made the
hole look smaller. It was expected
that seeing the hole as larger than it
really was might make the putters
less precise and therefore less accurate, but the opposite turned out to
be true. “When people perceived the
hole to be bigger, they made their
putts more successfully,” wrote Witt.
“We suspect that a bigger target
makes people feel more confident
in their ability.”
Witt also believes that her study
may indicate, contrary to what many
exercise physiologists believe, that
the neural pathways that govern perception, decision and action are intertwined such that each continually
affects the others. How an athlete
perceives his capabilities, the task at
hand and the environment at large
will dictate his performance — even
if those perceptions are distorted.
“Most people consider perception
just to be about optical information,”
said Witt. “We are finding instead
that what you see relates to your

abilities. This explains moment-tomoment performance.”
This would seem to reinforce the
objectives of sports psychology, in
which the goal is to bolster the athlete’s ability to control his perception
of the competitive moment, to be in
it but not of it, to be confident but
not self-aware, to focus on execution
and not outcome. Sports psychologists employ various techniques to
try to achieve this state, including
attention-focusing exercises, selftalk, meditation and guided imagery
visualization.
“Imagery rehearsal is more than
sheer imagination,” said Dr. Richard
Suinn, a psychologist at Colorado
State University. It is, he says, “a well-
controlled copy of experience, a sort
of body-thinking similar to the powerful illusion of dreams.” It is not
only visual, he said, but “also tactile,
auditory, emotional and muscular.”
Suinn cites research indicating that
visual-motor-behavioral rehearsal
has improved performance in basketball, tennis, golf and even diving.
“Training is no longer simply an
act of getting the muscles used to
lactate or teaching the lungs how to
breathe harder,” said Ross Tucker, a
researcher with the Sports Science
Institute of South Africa. “It’s also
about getting your brain to accept
new limits.” In other words, it is
about learning to perform to the
parameters of a world that is, to
some degree, of our own making.

Hal Mayforth

Source: The Korn/Ferry Institute
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Viewpoint

by stephen j. trachtenberg

Sports on

Campus

The year before I arrived at George Washington
University as president, the men’s basketball team’s
record was 1-27. Yes, the order of the numbers is
correct: one win and 27 losses — a fact prominently
reported by Sports Illustrated!
I invited the coach in for a chat.
“Plausibility is what I’m looking for,”
I said. “When coming to a game, fans
need to believe that the team just might
win. You can’t regularly field losing
teams, unless you are lovingly watching my own alma mater’s football team,
which won the Rose Bowl in 1934 and
has been going down ever since. It is
important to have an even chance of
coming out ahead.”
The coach seemed surprised that
I showed interest. It was clearly time
to give the team a fresh start. One of
my early hires was a new coach, who
led the team to seven post-season
tournaments in his eight years on the
job (four N.C. A. A.s and three N.I.T.s).
That was plausibility. And it was also
strategic.
Sports can be a catalyst for change
and a statement of institutional values.
A high-quality sports program has the
potential to increase a school’s profile
and thus can enhance admissions and
faculty and staff hiring. Our goal was to
attract students and faculty to a campus
to which they wanted to come, rather
than to a place where they had to go. Too
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often, we were a ”safety” school for applicants who had been denied their
first choice. And, likewise, too often
we hired our second candidates for
faculty or dean positions.
In part, because of the national
visibility that came from an investment in sports, both situations were
reversed within a few years, starting
with a surge in undergraduate applications. As the university became more
selective, more students wanted to
come, and applications increased even
more. Not surprisingly, the better the
quality of students, the easier it is to
recruit comparable faculty and senior
staff. The more notable the faculty,
the more students want to study with
them. Sports jump-started a process
that has a symbiotic academic relationship that continually reinforces itself.
The shorthand for this picture is
called “the Flutie effect,” named after
Doug Flutie, the Boston College quarterback whose dramatic “hail Mary” pass
in 1984 won the game for B.C. over
Miami. Flutie’s play caused a jump in
B.C.’s applications. George Mason University had the same experience after

it advanced to the Final Four in 2006.
First-rate coaches develop starpower celebrity on and off campus:
Coach K at Duke, John Wooden at
U.C.L.A. and Pat Summitt at the University of Tennessee, for example, are
living legends. In the springtime, Mike
Krzyzewski addresses prospective students on the Duke campus — those
young people who have been admitted
but not yet committed to enroll. He’s a
powerful motivator. And many coaches
are committed to academic excellence,
mentoring student-athletes, encouraging them to stay in school.
I’m concerned, however, that the
compensation of coaches has gotten
out of line and sends the wrong signal
about a university’s priorities. When a
coach is the highest-paid person on the
college’s payroll and there aren’t comparable resources for the faculty, it is
time to call a time-out and take a hard
look at strategic priorities.
A coach once told me he had an offer to move to another school where
he would be paid a seven-figure salary.
He indicated he wanted to stay with
us and hoped that I would match his
other offer. I thanked him for his past
success with us and then wished him
well in the new job. To accommodate
him would have distorted the school’s
mission and conflicted with other
strategic priorities.
Talent is a sought-after commodity.
Athletes have special abilities, and
those skills may tip the admissions
scales, much as might occur for tuba
players or women physics majors. The
obligation of a university is to ensure
that each student-athlete has as much
time for scholarship as for practice.
It is too easy for an undergraduate to
believe that one more hour at the free
throw line will improve his chance in
the N.B.A. draft. But we know that not
everyone has the talent and success of
Michael Jordan or Kobe Bryant or Le
Bron James. More likely, torn ligaments,
shoulder injuries or a lack of threepointers will derail future dreams.
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A fine athlete usually has ESP about
his or her game — he or she learns to
read an upcoming move seconds before the opponent begins execution.
Coaches must continually remind student-athletes that thinking precedes
reacting. Reading books, interpreting
history and studying philosophy are
as indispensible as mastering on-thecourt maneuvers. Block the pass, recite
a poem; get the rebound, solve an equation. Life is a series of drills.
To say that sports are an American
pastime is to recite a cliché. But along
with the hackneyed phrase comes another truism. Gambling, legal and illegal, goes hand in hand with sports,
even on campuses, and this is troubling.
According to a recent survey, 45 percent of the American population filled
out brackets for the 2012 N.C.A.A. men’s
and women’s basketball tournaments
— something that on the surface seems
benign. Called by The Wall Street Journal
“the most perfect three weeks in sports,”
it is no surprise that office productivity
across the nation diminishes during
the weeks of the tournament. A friend
who works at a public television station says that during March Madness,
“Sesame Street” is replaced on the inhouse feed by basketball games.
However, in 2007 the F.B.I. reported
to the N.C. A. A. that $2.5 billion was
illegally wagered on March Madness.
That staggeringly large figure alone —
$2.5 billion — qualifies as a definition
of madness! Even more alarming is that
at the same time, the F.B.I. also stated
that nearly 30 percent of male college
athletes and 7 percent of female athletes admitted to betting on sports beyond the basketball tournament. This
is a sign that something is undermining the integrity of college athletics.
The world of college sports is divided into two distinct camps: the
men’s bracket and the women’s bracket.
Yes, but not only so. It is also divided
into Division I and all other categories.
Also, yes, but not only so. College athletics is most significantly divided into
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The Flutie effect: sports and
academics have a symbiotic
realtionship that continually
reinforces itself.

the world of football and all the other
sports. Football rules the roost, on and
off the field. It is the 800-pound gorilla
in a world of sports that is itself made
up of lots of heavyweights.
One of my blessings is that I have
never been president of a university
that had a football team, a sport that
distorts campus life in too many ways.
With notable exceptions, the costs to
support the team frequently outweigh
the benefits; student scholarship dollars are consumed by the offense, defense and special teams (and their
coaches and support staff); multimillion-dollar facilities are used for only
a few weekends, lying empty the rest
of the year; the potential for injury to
players is great; and in too many cases

athletes are devoted to N.F.L. dreams
rather than to their education.
Many schools aspire to become
athletic (rather than academic) powerhouses by allocating millions of dollars
into upgraded arenas and playing
fields in order to attract ticket buyers,
entertaining fan clubs and outfitting
marching bands at the expense of the
academic side of the campus. Sports
should be an ornament of campus life,
not a defining presence.
And as a college president, one
learns quickly a dominating factor of
all of college sports is not the coaches,
the players, the fans or the benefactors
— it is the N.C.A.A., the godfather of
regulators. To talk about that, however,
we’d have to go into overtime. 
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Responsibility
OF

A

An INTERVIEW with
Andrew and Oliver Luck

ndrew Luck played football in high school and at Stanford University,
where he studied architectural design. As one of the most talented players in college football, Andrew could have joined the National Football
League with a lucrative contract without graduating from Stanford.
But Andrew chose to stay in school and study, setting an example for
others and expressing values he believes in.
Because of his prowess on the field, Andrew was the first pick

of the N.F.L.’s 2012 draft. He signed a contract to play quarterback for the Indianapolis Colts, a storied team, replacing Peyton Manning, a legendary quarterback and winner of countless awards and one Super Bowl. For any player, Manning’s
are big shoes to fill. For a young player fresh out of Stanford, those shoes might seem even bigger. Yet, Andrew
is not intimidated. He is confident, though not cocky;
intelligent, but not conceited; dedicated to the game,
with a good sense of proportion and a calm, easy
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self, sports and the place of sports in life.
Father and son:
Andrew and Oliver Luck

Credit

manner. And he is supremely realistic about him-

Credit

“You
don’t
change
your
personality
in order
to
lead.“

You just finished Stanford University and are going
to play professionally in the National Football
League. How important is playing football to you?

Andrew: That’s an interesting question. I’ve enjoyed
playing football — a lot more than I enjoyed studying!
But you know, I realize, obviously, that I’m not going
to put the sport ahead of my family, or my integrity,
or my moral fiber, or my character, or my education.
So the answer is, football’s very important to me. But
there are things ahead of it.
Have you thought about the qualities you will need
as the leader of your team?

Andrew: It’s different for different people. But one of
the things I learned from former Stanford Coach Jim
Harbaugh, who’s now coaching the San Francisco
49ers, is that you don’t change your personality in
order to lead. If you’re a boisterous guy, you can lead
boisterously. If you’re a quiet guy, that’s how you lead.
Some of the best guys I’ve played with have been quiet
and said maybe four words in a month — but they did
everything right, so when they did speak, it was effective. People listen. I also think your values are important. I think you have to understand that hard work
pays off, trying to do the right thing pays off, and so
does having a strong backbone. But in addition, you
have to be willing take critical advice and coaching.
Oliver, you also played professional football, like
your son. And you’ve had leadership roles on the
business side of sports. From your experience, is
Andrew’s leadership list of values and qualities
complete?
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Oliver: I would add being decisive. I think when you’re
leading, you have to make decisions and keep your
troops behind you. You can’t ever get too far ahead of
them, or you’re going to lose touch. You also have to
look backwards as much as you have to look forwards
to see what worked and what didn’t. But, if you’re
leading an organization — particularly in times of
turmoil — you have to be decisive.
How do you uphold your values when the pressure
is intense — either in an organization or in the middle of the game?

Oliver: I’m not sure you can teach people to keep their
cool. In Andrew’s business, as a quarterback, if you
lose your cool, you don’t play. You’re on the bench.
But that’s not the case in normal life. I believe in the
power of logic. If you explain why you’re doing something and have your staff there to hear the reasons,
they’ll get it and they’ll act. So it’s a matter of explanation. But remember, leadership in business is not
like the military or when you’re playing sports. You
can’t just order someone to do something. In football,
in the huddle, you call the play and your teammates
have to do it. But in most organizations, you need
“buy-in,” which means people have to understand
what you’re doing and where you’re headed.
Andrew, as you lead a team, how do you know when
you’re doing the right thing?

Andrew: If you go to bed at night and know you
worked as hard as you could and did as much as you
could, then you know you did the right thing. Let’s
face it: you’re going to lose sometimes. And, yes, that’s
disappointing. But you have to get over it and you
move on. But if things don’t work because you didn’t
try hard enough, because you didn’t give it enough
effort, then that’s a different story and you need to do
something about it. Emotionally, I think you have to
be on an even keel. You can’t get too depressed in the
bad moments, but you shouldn’t get too elated in the
great moments, either.
Teams are a unit, but they’re made up of individuals,
and the individuals keep changing in professional
sports. How do you deal with that?

Andrew: It’s different in college and in the N.F.L., and
I only know college right now. You go to college and
you’re there for four years, and you know who you’re
going to be with the whole time. You know this year
these guys are going to graduate, and next year those
guys are going to graduate. But it’s different in the
N.F.L.
Oliver: In the N.F.L., players can change from day to day.
Andrew: I’m as curious as anybody to see how that
whole dynamic unfolds. It will be new to me.

Previous page: Gabriela Hasbun

You could say Andrew Luck learned it all at home.
His father, Oliver, was a quarterback for the Houston
Oilers who went on to law school and then to leadership roles with the N.F.L., including management positions with N.F.L. Europe. Oliver was chief executive
of the Harris County-Houston Sports Authority; president of the Houston Dynamo, a professional soccer
team; and is now director of athletics at West Virginia
University, his alma mater. Though passionate about
sports, Oliver, like his son, does not let sports overwhelm his life, his family or his values. In fact, the
Lucks appear incapable of being overwhelmed, or of
taking themselves too seriously.
What follows is a conversation between Andrew
and Oliver Luck; Robert H. McNabb, executive vice
president of Korn/Ferry Inter
national; and Joel Kurtzman,
editor-in-chief of the Korn/Ferry
Institute’s Briefings on Talent &
Leadership. The conversation took place on the Stanford campus shortly before Andrew’s graduation.
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You’re going from college football to the N.F.L.
You’re also replacing one of the league’s legendary
quarterbacks. What will you do, as a rookie, to
establish leadership on a team as storied as the
Indianapolis Colts?

Andrew: First, you have to do the right thing the first
day you walk into the locker room. You have to keep
your mouth shut, and you have to listen. I learned
that in high school, and I also learned it in college.
Pay attention and listen. But that’s not enough. You
also have to show you’re good at the game of football.
Showing you’re good at football is the quickest way
to gain respect as a leader. You can be a great guy and
people might like you, but if you’re not performing
on the field it’s difficult to command the kind of
respect from your teammates you need as a leader.
Professor Warren Bennis, who studied a lot of
leaders, said ultimately leadership is about the fit
between the leader and the group. Do you agree?

Andrew: That’s an interesting question. But it’s not
like you’re showing up on the day of the battle with
a bunch of guys you don’t know. The playing portion
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of a game is minute compared to the hours you spend
on a practice field, in the meeting rooms, in the locker
room BS’ing with everybody, or going out with each
other. And I think you learn to respect each other’s
personalities. I think, if everybody has a common goal,
there’s no reason you shouldn’t be able to find a way
you can all fit together to achieve that common goal.
I think time is part of it. And part of building a team
comes from the general manager or the head coach
finding the right guys. I’m not the one getting the guys
together. It’s the general manager who does that. He’s
the one who sees me and thinks my personality can fit
with the other guys on the team. So I think there’s a
master plan from someone way above the quarterback
that takes fit into account. But I also think you have to
expect you’ll go through some tough times and that,
for lack of a better word, you’ll have to “impress” the
veterans. And that’s not going to be a cakewalk. But
when guys have a single-minded goal, a common
theme to rally around, it works.
Oliver: I don’t think you can approach it any other way
but to remain genuine, authentic, true to yourself.

Andrew Luck
calls plays
for Stanford.
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all over the map in terms of interests, music and what
they want to talk about. But the reason they’re professionals is because they care about one thing and that’s
it. Now, I guarantee they’ll size Andrew up the first
two or three weeks and they’ll say, “Oh, he’s got it” —
which I think they will. But don’t forget, they’ve all
been in Andrew’s shoes walking into the locker room
for the first time, in college, in the N.F.L. And they all
know what it’s like.
Did playing at Stanford prepare you to play
professionally?

Andrew: When you play in college, I think you get to
know what’s expected of you, and what will be expected of you in the N.F.L. But I’ve also been learning
what to expect from talking to the guys on the team
I’m joining.
How will you put your stamp on that team?

Andrew: Look, I’m not going on to a team where there

aren’t any leaders and there isn’t a direction. There are

Courtesy Indianapolis Colts

Luck family
plus one.
Front row,
left to right:
Andrew,
Addison,
Indianapolis
Colts owner,
Jim Irsay.
Back row,
left to right:
Emily, Oliver,
Mary Ellen,
Kathy.

And if that works, great. If it doesn’t work, it’s usually
the coach who has to sort it out and pay the price. Because, ultimately, the coach — as Andrew said — is
responsible for putting the team together. And of
course, there are a thousand anecdotes about a bad
guy in the locker room blowing up a team. Fixing that
is the coach’s role. But here’s the thing: When you put
11 guys in a huddle to play a game, it doesn’t matter
where they’re from, where they went to school, what
they studied, or what their economic background is.
When you put a helmet on them and put them in a
huddle, they’re all getting paid to do the same thing
— play football. And they all have one goal — winning.
That’s it. And that’s where fit counts. We’re not talking
about quantum physics. We’re talking about winning,
which is why they have to perform. And if they can
perform, even at a moderate level, then everyone’s going to say, “That’s my guy” and rally around him. So in
a locker room after a game, after practice, players are

both. There are coaches. There are veterans who have
been around a long time, and guys who played in the
Pro Bowl and Hall of Fame players. There are people
who have been on the team for years. So what I have
to do is go in, and keep my mouth shut, do the right
thing, and establish that I can play a little football.
Then, after that, I can start to assert my personality.
Then, if I feel like my opinion needs to be heard, I can
voice it. But it’s not a boom-boom, all-at-once effort.
I think it takes time to establish yourself as a leader,
especially on a team like the Colts.
You have the rare benefit of a father who also
played professional football and has had leadership
roles in professional and college sports. Did the
two of you ever talk about what it is like to lead
a team?

Andrew: No. Never.

Oliver: I can honestly say we’ve never had a conversation about leadership.
But you acknowledge the role of leadership in
playing football?

Oliver: Oh, yes. When you start playing football — and
even better than that, when you start playing quarterback — you have to be a leader. In American football,
the quarterback position is the leadership position.
It’s more so than the pitcher in baseball, who only plays
once every four or five games. In football, the quarterback is the guy talking during the huddle, laying out
what everybody should do. And there’s a lot of legacy
and a lot of lore regarding the importance of leadership in the quarterback position. You hear about it
from coaches. You hear it from former players. You
hear about it from current players. So I think it’s relatively easy to begin to step into the role of leader, if
you are a quarterback, because you know what to expect, and so does the team. It’s already been defined.
Do you agree with your father’s comment?

Andrew: Yes. I don’t ever remember having a sit-down

talk with either of my parents about leadership. But
I think maybe the effect of just watching my dad operate in the world, going to events with him and with
my family and seeing how he interacted with people,
taught me a lot. I think that made far more of an
impression on me than if he sat down and said, “Son,
this is how you walk into a room, these are the people
you go to first, this is what you say to them.” Lessons
like that were never forced on me or on any of my siblings. I think it was all very organic, more watching
than talking. And I think my mom has as much to
do with it as my dad does. I just watched them and
learned from them.
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Oliver, how eager were you and your wife to have
Andrew play football?

Oliver: Andrew’s mom and I raised all of the kids to
be good students, to be respectful, to be hard workers.
And, if they wanted to do athletics, well, that’s great.
But if they didn’t want to do athletics, that was fine,
too. So I don’t think there was any emphasis placed on
Andrew or on any of our other kids to develop them as
sports leaders. It just wasn’t the way we operated. We
let them do what they liked, and we let them learn.

“What I have to do
is go in,
keep my mouth shut,
do the right thing
and establish that I can
play a little football.“
Andrew, a lot has been written about the quarterback as a strategist. Do you enjoy the mental side
of the game?

Andrew: The mental aspect of football appeals to me.
It always did. I liked it when I first got into college
and then later on in college, too. The mental game is
a chess match. Each team has a defense coordinator,
and that coordinator’s personality is imprinted on
its defense. The same with the offensive coordinator.
Our offensive coordinator has been around for years
in the N.F.L., and he has a philosophy, just like the
defensive coordinator has a philosophy. So, the question is, how do you pick up on what’s going to happen,
and what’s not going to happen, based on who’s on
the other side of the ball, against you? How do you
take into account the personalities on the other team?
As a quarterback, showing that you can go into the
huddle, call the play and know what everybody is going to do, appeals to me. I mean, you’re not going to
know what everybody’s doing all the time, but you’re
going to have a pretty good idea because you’re the
one calling the plays. And if someone has a question
and you can answer that question, then that helps to
legitimize your role as a player. So, mentally, I think
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the quarterback’s job is knowing everybody else’s job
and what they’re doing, and then letting everyone
know that what they’re doing is important.
You studied architectural design, not an easy subject at Stanford. So you obviously took studying
seriously. Did you enjoy studying architecture?

Andrew: There were harder subjects than what I

“Sports
is a
meritocracy.
If you’re
better
than the
other
guy,
you’ll
play.”

studied, and there were easier ones. I’m also not
going to act like it was the hardest subject in the
world — it wasn’t. But, yes, I enjoyed it, which made
it worthwhile.
Is there a link between architecture and athletics?

Andrew: I don’t know. I don’t

want to be too cheesy and say
that seeing space and lines in
architecture helps in throwing the football. Maybe it
does, but I don’t know.
Oliver, what did you study?

Oliver: I studied history. No lines there!
Do you still follow it?

Oliver: Yes. I read a lot of history. I like history. Past is

prologue, as they say. When I read for pleasure, it’s
usually history.

Oliver, you’re the athletic director at West Virginia
University. What’s the balance in your life between
sports and other things?

Oliver: Sports is important, and of course we’re all
proud of what Andrew has accomplished, as well as
what his sister and younger brother have accomplished in sports. But it doesn’t dominate our family
conversations. We really don’t talk about sports much
if we’re sitting around a table. Sports is great and
physical fitness is great, but there are very few kids
that have a chance to make a career being a professional athlete. And in the N.F.L., you have a relatively
short productive lifespan. Five years is long! So I don’t
think we should overemphasize sports. If anything,
in our family, we underemphasized it.
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Andrew : Yes. Every family’s got its idiosyncrasies. Ours
is no different. But I’d say our family is pretty normal.
So what is it that you like most about sports?

Andrew: At the end of the day, sports is a meritocracy.

If you’re better than the other guy, you’ll play. That’s
pretty basic. It doesn’t matter where you come from.
It doesn’t matter who you are. It doesn’t matter who
you know. I think that’s obvious. If you can go out and
help the team win better than the other guy, you’ll
play. That’s what I’ve always liked about football.
Are you competitive?

Andrew: That’s an interesting question. I’m disciplined.
I was never forced to play sports as a kid. But if I
joined a team, I had to finish the season. That was
always a great lesson. It may be terrible, you may not
like it, but if you start the season, you have to finish
it. If you have practice —unless you’re sick — you’re
going to go to practice. I don’t care if you don’t like
the kid who plays next to you or the coach, you always
finish what you start. But as far as being competitive
— I don’t know. In youth sports you learn hard work
pays off. If you work at something — you get better at
it. You progress. You practice. You apply it in a game.
When you put in so much work and then you’re measured for it, you don’t want to think, “I put in all that
work to be labeled a loser.” So that’s where I think the
competitive nature starts coming in, after you put in
all the work.
Not everyone has talent. How do you think about
yours?

Andrew: I’ve always had athletic talent, but I know I

had no control over that whatsoever. I just happened
to have been fortunate enough to realize, O.K., throwing a football is a talent I have that a lot of people don’t
have. It’s a talent I can use to make a living. I was lucky
enough to realize at a young age that I’m pretty good
at football.

You didn’t talk about sports at home?

Does responsibility come with talent?

Oliver: Oh, no, we did talk about sports. We didn’t talk

Andrew: Yes. I think so. I take it as a responsibility,

about it all the time.
Andrew: It was always casual talk. The way you talk
about it to anybody, the way you talk to your friends,
the way you describe any game that happened. We
didn’t have lesson plans. There were no sport lessons
at the dinner table each night. Our talk about sports
was casual.
Oliver: We never pressed Andrew, when he lived at
home, to talk about how his high school practices went.
Andrew: Or why I threw a touchdown or why it was
intercepted.
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It sounds like it was a pretty normal family. Would
you say that’s correct?

and I don’t want to squander it. I am certainly more
responsible about it now than when I was 13 years
old. But there’s something else, too. I have fun applying my talent. You know what I mean? I enjoy it. I
hope I still I enjoy it when I play in the N.F.L. I hope
it never comes to “I’m doing this to pay the bills,” or,
“I’m doing it to finance a vacation that I’ve always
wanted to go on.” I hope that if it ever comes to that,
I’ll have the wherewithal to say, “O.K., you probably
shouldn’t be doing this anymore. Time to try something else.”
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Learning Agility:
A Proven Differentiator for Leadership Success
“I can’t think of a more timely book to
offer the corporate world a beacon of hope amidst
unsettling economic times. Becoming an Agile Leader
provides a profoundly insightful and practical guide
for recognizing and developing future
distinctive leadership talent.”
— Ronny Vansteenkiste, SVP Group Head Talent Management and
Organization Development, Willis Group Holdings

“Learning Agility has allowed us to focus on what
matters most when it comes to development and better
matching talent to specific opportunities.”
— Sandra Stenico, SVP, Talent Management and
Organisation Effectiveness, Kraft Foods

“The interesting examples of people
who made a difference to the world and
well-documented leadership research makes
this book ideal for anyone who wants to
improve and sustain the performance of their
employees, teams, or organisations.”
— Mogens Raun, SVP, Head of Talent Development, Allianz SE

“This book is an gem...
inspiring, instructive, and actionable.”
— Dave Ulrich, best-selling author of The Why of Work

Available in 8 languages in print, Kindle, and iBooks formats.
To learn more, visit the website at
http://www.Lominger.com/AgileLeader
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Owning or running a sports team is everyone's

dream. Few people get to do it. So what's it like to be

an owner? Ken Kendrick, owner of the Arizona Diamondbacks; Tom Werner, an owner of the Boston Red Sox;
and Tom Garfinkel, president and chief operating officer
of the San Diego Padres; recount their experiences, talk
about lessons learned, and explain why they're

Courtesy of Arizona Diamondbacks

still passionate about sports.
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Earl G. “Ken” Kendrick, principal owner and managing general partner of the Arizona Diamondbacks
baseball team, is no George Steinbrenner, and Kendrick is fine with that. In his prime, the outspoken,
media-centric Steinbrenner became as synonymous with his team’s brand as an owner could be. He
relished his role as “The Boss,” and his brash style became a trademark of the New York Yankees.
Kendrick, 67, a self-made multimillionaire and philanthropist, doesn’t shun the limelight, but he hardly
seeks it. With his humble West Virginia roots, his business acumen came with a hardscrabble edge, and he
learned early on how to translate hard work and insight
into long-term success. He earned his riches as a pioneer
in the software industry and is a relative newcomer to the
frenetic and brightly illuminated world of sports ownership. As principal owner for not quite a decade, Kendrick
has learned about the benefits and the liabilities of being
part of a small but highly scrutinized fraternity.
Kendrick understands that his Diamondbacks, a
franchise that didn’t come into existence until 1998,
shoulders a load of challenges that a powerful global
brand like the Yankees doesn’t face. Without a $200 million player payroll or a roster of high-paid superstars,
the Diamondbacks are a mid-market team fighting to be
consistently successful on the field and build a sustainable brand and a fervent fan base. It requires a different
set of leadership skills, and unlike other owners like
Jerry Jones, of the Dallas Cowboys football team, or Mark
Cuban, of the Dallas Mavericks basketball team, Kendrick is content to find and hire the best people to run the
franchise and remain in the background. Which doesn’t
mean he is a silent partner; far from it.
Before an early-season afternoon game against the
Philadelphia Phillies, Kendrick led a small group of
guests on a tour of Chase Field, the Diamondbacks’ glistening downtown stadium. Built in 1998 for the new
franchise, Chase Field had the first retractable stadium roof in the U.S. On this brutally hot April day,
the roof is closed for the game. Making his way
through the team’s locker room, Kendrick is greeted
warmly by infielders Paul Goldschmidt and John
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McDonald and injured star outfielder Chris Young. Out
on the pristine diamond, posing for a photographer,
Kendrick hoists a bat onto his shoulder and beams like a
12-year-old who is elated at possessing his own field of
dreams. He has come a long way from the tiny southern
West Virginia coal-mining town of Princeton, where he
wrote in a friend’s high school yearbook that someday
he planned to own a baseball team.
A lifelong baseball fan (he and his father rooted hard
for the Cincinnati Reds and took long rides to Ohio to
see an occasional game), Kendrick was a so-so athlete
who channeled his love of the sport into card collecting.
Unlike most red-blooded American males whose mothers irreverently discarded beloved baseball card collections when their sons left home after high school, Kendrick likes to tell people, “I had one of those rare moms
who didn’t throw away my baseball cards and I still have
them.” He continued to pursue his passion and today has
one of the most valuable baseball card collections in the
world. In 2007, he ponied up $2.8 million for an original
1909 Honus Wagner card and is so proud of this Mona
Lisa of memorabilia that he hands out tiny replicas to
new acquaintances.
Before the game begins, Kendrick takes his guests
on a stroll outside the stadium to a once-moribund section of downtown Phoenix. His pride is palpable as he
ignores the stifling Arizona heat and points out the new
structures that he helped developed to revitalize this
prized part of the downtown. The once-seedy section
is now a sprawling collection of hotels, restaurants,
shopping centers, theaters and outdoor malls. Beyond
his deep affection for his adopted city, Kendrick understands that the Diamondback brand is inextricably tied
to its visible role in the city’s growth and development.
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Kendrick, with abundant Southern charm, is a recognizable figure in his Sedona red Diamondback polo shirt,
and fans on their way to the ballpark stop to shake his
hand, call his name or point him out as the team’s owner.
Kendrick’s tenure has not been a joyride. Early on,
he earned a reputation as an executive more focused on
the bottom line than the team’s performance. He had the
unenviable task of taking over the principal owner’s role
from Jerry Colangelo, the team’s founder and a beloved
sports legend in Greater Phoenix. Tension between the
two, now resolved, didn’t enhance Kendrick’s profile in
the community.
But Kendrick is tenacious and unbowed. At the
game, despite the D’Backs’ lackluster performance, Ken
drick is animated and optimistic. He confers with team
CEO Derrick Hall throughout the game and chats amicably with a stadium usher who is retiring after the game.
The usher has been in his job since the D’Backs began
play, and Kendrick quietly seeks him out after the game,
thanks him, slips him an envelope with a gift, and gives
him a warm embrace. It is a simple gesture, but it speaks
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volumes about Kendrick’s leadership style.

Business leadership
Kendrick graduated from West Virginia University in
1965, and rather than going to law school took a sales job
with IBM. “One of the great blessings of my life was getting hired by IBM,” Kendrick says. “That one year of sales
training at IBM was probably the best education I got.
They taught me about business and gave me a grounding
I didn’t have before.”
After just three years, Kendrick succumbed to an
entrepreneurial bug, a desire to have his own business
that he got from his father, a small-town businessman
who owned a gas station and later a men’s clothing store
where Kendrick worked. “My father is really a hero for
me,” he said. “Emulating him and having my own business was something I had always hoped I could do.”
In the late 1960s, with $100,000 in seed money, he
and a partner started Datatel, a company that sold infrastructure software to colleges and universities. It dominated the nascent higher education software market.
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scribed a team on the brink of financial ruin. One insider
said Colangelo, the managing partner, had miscalculated
the market and the team’s revenue-generation capacity.
Overspending had put the team on the verge of bankruptcy, and a couple of bad seasons, with attendance
plummeting, forced a change in leadership. The team
had lost $350 million in its first seven years of existence.
Out of the background, Kendrick emerged in 2004
to take control as managing partner. He set out to recapitalize the team and change the culture of the business.
Kendrick’s remedy was to raise the franchise value by
finding ways to increase revenue while keeping cash
flow in check. “In baseball, you want to try to build a model
around a break-even cash flow,” Kendrick explained. “You
build an expense base in terms of primary expenses such
as payroll, minor league operations, baseball operations,
scouting. You want to build a model, and we have done
that consistently, where we are cash-flow neutral in our
operations. And then you presume – over time – franchise values will increase, and the return on investment
is built around increased franchise values.”
And in a league where the Los Angeles Dodgers, a
division rival of the Diamondbacks, was sold in 2012 for

Darryl Webb/Reuters

“We were a software company before the word was
coined,” Kendrick says. He ran the northern Virginiabased Datatel until 1990, when he stepped down from
the CEO role and decided to shift gears and move to
Arizona. Settling in the tony suburbs of Phoenix, he
was offered a chance to own a minority stake in the
Suns, the local N.B.A. franchise. His involvement with
the Suns, which was considered a model basketball franchise run by Colangelo, put Kendrick at the center of
the city’s sports scene. In 1995, when Major League Baseball announced plans to expand in the 1998 season, Ken
drick became a charter member of the ownership team
that won a franchise for Phoenix. Colangelo was the
primary founder and principal owner.
Kendrick served as a limited partner from the team’s
inception in 1998 through its 2001 season when it upset
the mighty Yankees to win the World Series, a stunning
achievement for such a young franchise. With an inviting stadium and 3.2 million fans pouring through the
turnstiles, the D’Backs seemed like the ideal expansion
team. But all was not well behind the scenes. The on-field
success was masking serious money problems, and
though Kendrick won’t provide details, local reports de-
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more than $2 billion, the franchise value in Phoenix has
soared. Based on recent franchise sales, such as the Texas
Rangers and the Chicago Cubs, the Diamondbacks are
worth $600 million to $750 million. Given that the original franchise fee in 1998 was $125 million, that’s a hefty
ROI. Of course, that original sale price is inflated by years
of serious financial losses.
But unlike old-line franchises such as the Boston
Red Sox, Cubs, St. Louis Cardinals and the Yankees, the
Diamondbacks face a different set of challenges. Phoenix
is a city of transplants, and its population is made up of
baseball fans who arrive with long-held allegiances to
other teams. Converting them to Diamondback Nation
is no simple task. Despite five division titles and a World
Series championship in the previous decade, the Diamondbacks, like other relatively young sports franchises,
must confront a “What have you done for me lately?” attitude with each new season. Kendrick accepts the challenge with the ardor of a baseball fan and a businessman
who is unaccustomed to failure.

Not worrying about the credit
“My belief is that a good leader needs to understand that
it’s not about him,” Kendrick says when discussing the
trials of ownership. “You’ve got to live that. I didn’t coin
this phrase, but it is something I believe in deeply: there’s
no limit to what you can accomplish as long as you’re not
concerned about who gets the credit.”
For Kendrick, attention must be paid to choosing the
best candidate for every key position in the organization,
from field manager to CEO. “It’s about picking the very
best people and giving them both the responsibility and
authority that goes with their job,” he said. “And we have
to make it clear that they’re going to be held accountable.”
What’s different with a major sports franchise is the
visibility of ownership, Kendrick says. Being visible and
active in the community is essential for the owner and
the organization. Under Kendrick, the Diamondbacks
have built numerous community outreach programs.
“You have to make it more than the game on the
field,” he says. “You want to add to the game on the field
by how you appeal to the community with your brand.
A good amount of that is being a good citizen.”
Though the franchise is in the 18th-largest market
out of 30 teams, the Diamondbacks are second or third in
community giving among all teams. Along with the usual
corporate sponsorships doing good works, the team has
built more than 30 high-quality Little League fields around
Greater Phoenix. The Diamondback Foundation sponsors an annual Evening on the Diamond charity event,
which this year raised $1.7 million. Kendrick points
out that the team underwrites all expenses so
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that 100 percent of donations go to the charities.
But visibility also means exposure and accountability. Kendrick learned a painful lesson early in his Diamondback tenure. In 2004, after the team finished a dismal 51-111 season, deep in last place, Kendrick in his new
role as majority owner spearheaded a change in managers. The team, which had won the World Series just three
seasons earlier, had imploded. After interviewing several
candidates, Kendrick and his management team chose
Wally Backman, a former New York Mets infielder and
a well-known firebrand. “We’d had an easy-going kind
of management and felt that we needed a strong disciplinarian, a take-no-prisoners kind of leader,” Kendrick
says. “So we chose Wally.”
After the appointment was announced, The New York
Times reported on Backman’s sordid past, which included
domestic violence charges and DUI arrests. A couple of
the cases were still pending when Backman was hired.
The Diamondbacks had not done a background check on
Backman, and his legal troubles had flown under the radar. Kendrick, thoroughly embarrassed but determined
not to allow the situation to grow worse, fired Backman
four days after he was hired, setting a record for the
shortest managerial tenure in baseball. It was a good
example of just how decisive and quick Kendrick could
be, when the stakes warranted it.
“There was a lot of embarrassment, but it was also a
great learning experience,” Kendrick says. “One thing a
good leader is able to do is admit he made a mistake and
to correct it.”
Kendrick had not sought the top ownership position
— it had fallen to him under difficult circumstances. From
the outset, his goal was to not be the CEO. “I’ve worked
real hard in my career to get to a place where I wasn’t going to be CEO, where I would be the guy mentoring that
person and helping him become an effective day-to-day
leader. When I ran Datatel, and the same is true here, I
believed that it is crucial to get the right person who can
do more than you can do. My great pride in my personal
business history is to feel that I chose someone who could
take the company to greater heights than I could.”
Indeed, Kendrick leaves Phoenix by Memorial Day
each season to spend the summer at his home in Colorado.
He has full confidence in Derrick Hall, the club’s CEO, to
run the operations, but he also maintains daily contact
through phone calls, email and texting. He makes it clear
that no one considers him an absentee owner.
“Derrick presents an incredible image for our team,”
Kendrick says. “He is well respected, well known in
baseball even though he is a young man; he has
had a long baseball career. He’s just 43, but he
started young and is a very respected guy.”
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Kendrick has a clear sense of the foundation of ef
fective leadership. He says a good leader is not born but
evolves over a lifetime of experience in high-level roles.
“An exercise in leadership is understanding yourself and
having an air of objectivity about who you are and who
you aren’t,” he says.
With his stentorian voice and piercing eyes, Ken
drick is no shrinking violet, but he embraces humility,
an attribute of leadership in short supply among most
sports franchise owners.
“We all have a lot to be humble about, and we should
recognize it,” he says. “I feel fortunate to be where I am.
I recognize that I’ve had some skill to get to some of the

places I’ve gotten to, but humility is a vital quality that
nobody has enough of.”

Real leaders get results
For Kendrick, the mark of a great leader is results. Building the Diamondbacks into a consistently successful
franchise is an ongoing challenge. The team won 65
games in 2010 and then bounced back in 2011 to win 94
games under fiery manager Kirk Gibson and finish first
in the highly competitive National League West division.
A rebranding of the team has been under way for several
seasons, including the controversial decision to change
the team’s colors from purple and teal to Sedona red.
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Tom Werner, a television producer with credits such as “The Cosby Show,” “Roseanne” and “That ’70s Show,”
is the chairman and co-owner of the Boston Red Sox, the Liverpool Football Club in England and the Roush
Fenway NASCAR team. Before acquiring the Boston Red Sox, Werner was principal owner of the San Diego
Padres. Along with his partners, John Henry and Larry Lucchino, Werner purchased the Red Sox in 2002 for
$660 million. He also bought 84 years without a World Series championship. But under the new ownership,
the Red Sox finally broke through and won the World Series in 2004 and then again in 2007. Under their
stewardship, Werner and his colleagues remade the franchise, the venerable century-old stadium Fenway
Park and the culture of the team. By putting a consistently high-level, competitive team on the field, the
Red Sox have sold out more than 700 straight home games over the past decade.
How do you define leadership in the context of Major
League Baseball?

Werner: If you want to win consistently, you need the best
players on and off the field. That’s also true in business.
There is a direct correlation between our success and the
strength of our senior leadership team, which is comprised of an unbelievably talented group of individuals,
all at the top of their respective fields. That is why we
always strive to hire the best and brightest candidate for
each key position. Then, we provide them with the tools
and resources required to win.
The opening of JetBlue Park, our spring training
complex in Fort Myers, Fla., exemplifies the vision of our
Red Sox leadership team – particularly our CEO Larry
Lucchino, COO Sam Kennedy and EVP of Business Opera-
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tions Jonathan Gilula – to ensure we arm the team with
the best possible tools and resources necessary to contend for a championship year in and year out. This stateof-the-art training facility has all the latest technology,
amenities and features that will provide our team with
a competitive advantage, and we’re confident that the
park will become a destination for our fans and the Lee
County community.
A true leader learns from past experiences and applies those lessons. John Henry is a better owner in Boston with the Red Sox because of his experience with the
Florida Marlins, Larry Lucchino is a better owner with
the Red Sox because of his experiences with Baltimore
and San Diego, and I am a better owner in Boston because of my experience with the Padres. I also think that
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Along with Gibson, the team brought in a new general
manager, Kevin Towers, a respected former Padres executive, to run baseball operations.
Being in the bottom third of Major League payrolls —
with a 2012 payroll of about $80 million — the Diamondbacks face challenges similar to those confronting Tampa
Bay, San Diego and Minnesota, among other mid-market
teams. But Kendrick refuses to embrace excuses built
upon the notion of competitive disadvantage. He pointed
out that an array of teams have won championships since
2000, including the Yankees, Diamondbacks, Phillies,
Cardinals, Red Sox, Tigers and White Sox. The idea that
only the powerhouses win the Series is simply untrue.

“Is it easier to make the playoffs with a $200 million
payroll than a $60 million payroll? Of course,” Kendrick
says. “But those of us in the sport really love the challenge of competing and kicking the butts of some of the
high-profile teams. We can’t afford to make the mistakes
that some of the clubs with money can make. The Yankees have made a lot of very bad decisions, but they can
hide them. Our bad decisions or significant injuries are
much more pronounced. There is less margin of error.
But I embrace it. We start every season believing we have
a very reasonable chance to win the World Series. Are
the odds against us? Of course they are. But the odds
are against everybody.”

John and I are both better owners of Liverpool because of
all of our prior ownership experiences.

in our teams and assemble the best talent available,
whether it’s new players for the Red Sox and Liverpool
FC or top NASCAR drivers. We also need to balance how
we market with our commitment to remaining true to
each team’s core brand attributes.
We created Fenway Sports Management, the global
sales arm of Fenway Sports Group, which specializes in
sports sponsorship sales and brand-management consulting, to harness global fan affinity for Fenway Sports
Group teams.

The Red Sox are a unique brand in sports, with a deeply
loyal, widely dispersed fan base. Where does growth
and profitability come from under these conditions?

Werner: Our philosophy is “Invest to win.” We invest in
sport to build winning teams on the field, pitch, track
and court. Our mission is to develop perennial contenders; it’s imperative that we maximize revenue streams so
we can generate the resources that enable us to reinvest
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Last September’s Red Sox collapse set off a series
of events for the franchise, and it seems as if the
smooth ride that characterized the ownership up to
then has been thrust into question. Given that businesses typically experience up and down cycles, like
sine waves, how does this differ from other business
organizations outside sports?

Werner: Sports and business are very similar. To succeed
at either, it really all comes down to winning — whether
on the field, in the boardroom or at the box office.
In sports, you’re on top of the world when you’re
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winning; when you lose, every move is scrutinized and
questioned. The same holds true in business. But often,
some of the success factors, such as injuries in sports or
external market forces in business, are beyond your control. For example, we were unilaterally praised as an
ownership group by the media and our fans in 2004 for
ending the 86-year “Curse of the Bambino,” but if Dave
Roberts’ historic steal of second base in the bottom of the
ninth inning in Game 4 of the A.L.C.S. had occurred a
split second later and he had been called out instead of
safe, our history likely would have been far different. Conversely, had just one or two plays gone differently in either the Red Sox or the Rays games on Sept. 28th last year
there would never have been a “September Collapse.” But
that’s just the nature of the game. The point is not to dwell
on specific highs and lows, but to focus on sustained success over the long term, which I believe we have achieved.
That’s why it’s critical to focus on factors you can control.
It’s crucial to develop a set of managing principles, adhere
to them, and establish a corporate culture that ensures everyone in the organization is executing against common
goals. We’ve experienced success when we’ve adhered to
that approach, and found that staying focused pays dividends over the long term, while insulating us from marketplace vagaries and external distractions.

Associated Press

F.S.M.’s strategy is to aggressively explore global
business opportunities that drive revenue growth for all
of the powerful clubs and brands in the Fenway Sports
Group family. A key component of F.S.M.’s global business approach is to leverage the combined power of
these brands in emerging international markets, thereby
offering each property opportunities, visibility and reach
they wouldn’t realize alone. That was the impetus behind
our partnership with LeBron James — very few athletes
can match LeBron James’ global reach, appeal and iconic
status, and representing these iconic worldwide brands
enables F.S.M. to open doors to unique and innovative
sponsorship and revenue opportunities in the U.S.,
Europe, Asia and Latin America.
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Nearly every baseball organization has invested in a
new stadium to showcase its product. Yet Fenway Park
is celebrating its 100th anniversary, and this ownership team made a bold move to upgrade the facility
rather than build a new one. Given the constraints,
was this the optimal choice, and how does a business
leader attain the vision to know that answer?

Werner: Fenway Park is a Boston jewel and a second home

for Red Sox fans. From day one, the preservation of Fenway has been of paramount importance to our ownership group. We made a sacred commitment to the fans
and city to preserve and build on all that is good about
Fenway. The ballpark is renowned for its architectural
and aesthetic charm, and our job is to protect and re-energize it to ensure that our core story is never-ending.
We recently completed a 10-year plan for major improvements that included more seating sections and
standing room, wide-open concourses, a reinforced
structure, increased food-and-beverage options and improved fan amenities. The addition of seats to the top of
the Green Monster is a good example. They made the
park even more special, providing fans with a unique
vantage point from which to view a game while providing us with an additional revenue stream. In fact, USA
Today rated the Monster seats as the best seats in all of
Major League Baseball in 2008.

Being in the same division as the New York Yankees is
a constant challenge but also a welcome advantage.
What changes for you having to address a competitor
of that magnitude, as opposed to being in the NL West
in San Diego? Does this level of competition make you
desire a salary cap in baseball?

Werner: The Yankees have a significant competitive ad-

vantage merely by virtue of the market they operate in,
the largest in the U.S. That said, our division is one of
the toughest in baseball from top to bottom. It’s not just
the Yankees we have to contend with – the Rays, the Blue
Jays and Orioles all have made a significant investment
in player personnel and as a result, have become highly
competitive ball clubs.
That said, competition as a whole is as strong as it’s
ever been. Major League Baseball is as popular as ever,
and the game is incredibly healthy as a result. Take this
past off-season. We had four teams commit more than
$100 million to a single free agent, all outside of the American League East, including the Angels (Albert Pujols
at $240 million), Marlins (Jose Reyes at $106 million),
Rangers (Yu Darvish at $111 million) and Tigers (Prince
Fielder at $214 million).
With the Padres, we were playing in the 26thlargest market in baseball, so clearly there’s a difference in approach with the Red Sox. That is reflected
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in the level of commitment the club has made not just
to the Major League payroll, but to amateur signing bonuses, to international signings — anything related to the
on-field product. We’re going to have the second-highest
payroll in baseball this year, and I think our 2012 budget
will be the highest budget in Red Sox history. That said,
our experience with the Padres taught valuable lessons
on how to compete and acquire talent without having
the benefit of big budgets, and we’ve been able to apply
that here, while also having the flexibility to spend on
the players we feel will make the team more competitive.
To remain competitive it’s critical that we invest not
only in the Major League club, but also in scouting and
our farm system, and that we spend wisely on free agents.
There’s just less margin for error as teams like the Dodgers, Angels, Giants and of course the Yankees are engaged
in discussions on all the major free agents.
The role of ancillary businesses in sports ownership:
Is a cable television outlet a requirement to fuel the
financing of any successful sports franchise?

Werner: Baseball is flourishing thanks to cable companies’ desire for live baseball programming, and the fact
that rights fees paid by cable television channels are
behind the growth in team values. By owning an equity
stake in a regional sports network, it allows us to present
our product to our fan base, but also receive an additional revenue stream. Fenway Sports Group pioneered
this model when we acquired a majority ownership of
New England Sports Network (N.E.S.N.). Revenue generated from a regional sports network is predictable and
stable and immensely beneficial to any successful sports
franchise.
We now televise almost 300 live events each year,
including Red Sox and Bruins games. Since 2001, N.E.S.N.
has more than doubled the amount of original programming it airs, and it reaches over 4 million homes throughout the six-state New England region, and nationally as
N.E.S.N. National on all major satellite providers.
Can these leadership lessons be transferred to the
greater world of business?

Werner: Leadership skills are easily transferrable from
sport to business, where it is just as complex and
competitive. In both sport and business, a strong leader
is efficient, goal-oriented, organized, tenacious and
possesses the ability to strategize — and perhaps most
importantly, he or she must delegate effectively. We’ve
been successful in Boston because we’ve been able to
attract the right people for the right positions and have
given them autonomy to lead and make decisions
while providing them with feedback and guidance. We had great success with our manager,
who was there for eight years, and our general
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manager, so we prefer stability.
Our role as owners is not that of the general manager, the manager, or the CEO of the Red Sox. That’s not
what we do. We work on strategic elements of all of our

businesses, including the Red Sox. We are there if they
need us, and we always keep coming up with ideas and
questions like, “Why aren’t we doing this?” And so are
they, and that’s the key.
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Tom Garfinkel, president and chief operating officer of the San Diego Padres, does not have an easy job.
Rebuilding is difficult, and working with new ownership, which is about to take over in San Diego, is never
easy for a baseball executive. The Padres finished in last place in the fierce N.L. West in 2011, and the team
faces tough competition this season. But under Garfinkel’s leadership, the organization has undergone a
raft of positive changes. He joined the Padres from the Arizona Diamondbacks in 2009 at age 39, and in
the past two years the Padres achieved their highest season-ticket renewal rates and grew attendance for
only the second time in franchise history. Garfinkel has also been instrumental in building the Padres brand
through extensive philanthropic community relations. With the Diamondbacks and Padres, he has learned
about the discipline required to lead a small-market organization to success. He spoke with Korn/Ferry
International’s senior vice president and chief marketing officer, Michael Distefano, about his experience.
Let’s start by talking about your journey.

Garfinkel: Well, last week I was in Chicago, and I was re-

minded that I graduated almost 21 years ago from the
University of Colorado and got in a car with a couple of
friends and moved to Chicago. I got a job bartending
next to Wrigley Field with the hope that by being next
to baseball, I might get hired to sell programs there or
something. And here I was, 20 years later, coming back
and sitting in the owner’s seat as president of the opposing club — and I went to dinner with (Cubs owner)
Tom Ricketts the night before. It was just one of those
moments, remembering where I was 20 years before.
It doesn’t feel like that long ago.
And I was working in this bar for about a year and
went to dinner with my dad, and he asked me how things
were going with my job interviews. I said, “I’ve been on
lots of interviews but I can’t get anybody to hire me, and
I’d work at Wrigley for free.” He said, “Well, how are things
going at the bar?” I said, “Fine, I can pay my rent.” He
asked if there was anything I would do differently if I ran
the bar, and I said that there were some things I would
change. And he said, “Why don’t you do those things?” I
said, “Because I don’t want to work in the bar business
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forever. I want to work in baseball. I want to work in
sports.” And he replied, “It doesn’t matter as long as you
are learning and growing.” I thought about it and shared
some of my ideas with the owner of the bar, and a couple
years later I was running three of the bigger bars in Chicago. I was 24, hiring people, negotiating contracts with
beer vendors and trying to figure out how to get more
people in there. And it just went from there.
Where did you end up?

Garfinkel: Miller Brewing Co. hired me, and at 27, I was
the youngest person running the marketing for three
states, probably the youngest in the country doing that.
Texaco called and asked me to run its sponsorship department, which was a lot more sports-related, and that’s
really what I wanted to do. I had really good mentors along
the way, including the CEO of Texaco. I later worked for
Chip Ganassi, who owned a race team, and then had the
opportunity to work for the Diamondbacks, which got
me into baseball, albeit with a big pay cut.
But you had always wanted to be in baseball, right?

Garfinkel: Baseball or football, or even basketball. I grew

up playing those sports. And I’d always made nonintuitive
choices, out of my comfort zone. So joining the Diamond
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backs was one of those choices. I decided to get out of my
comfort zone and move out to Phoenix. I had a great
experience there for three years, and then I was able to
come to San Diego. Some people are motivated by money,
some by power, some by fame. For me, it’s much more
about building something great with a group of people I
respect and building it together.
What did you learn while in Arizona?

Garfinkel: I was able to bring a different perspective because I hadn’t been in baseball, and at the same time I
was able to learn a lot. From my experience in racing and
in Arizona and now here, there are a few things that I’ve
learned. Some are fundamental to the difference between
generic business and sports business. Brand, strategy
and people matter, in any business. But the difference is
that in sports, first, discounted cash-flow analysis as an
evaluation methodology is largely irrelevant.
Second, a degree of socialism actually not only works
but is very important, because if we were in a truly capitalist environment, there wouldn’t be 30 teams, there
would be four or five. And that is something that takes a
while to get used to and accept as a capitalist. So as a fundamentally meritocracy-based type of person, I think
that understanding big markets, small markets, revenue
sharing, salary caps, how it all works, you have to have
teams to play against.
And third, and I really learned this a lot in Arizona, is
just how different public relations is in sports. P.R. is just
a very different animal in sports than in other business.

and service department. A recent blind survey of the
sports business ranked us No. 1 in baseball in our ticket
sales and service department.
How about on the baseball side?

Garfinkel: We wanted to become excellent at scouting

and player development and build a talent base for our
future. And we went from the 29th-best farm system in
2009 to the No. 1-ranked farm system this year.
Are you seeing a payback yet?

Garfinkel: We’re not where we need to be, but had we not
done all that, I think we would have continued to decline
and we’d have been in a lot of trouble. We certainly stabilized things and have begun to grow it back. The team
hasn’t performed well, so as the young talent comes up,

How so?

Garfinkel: You are in the newspaper every day, and there

are not many businesses of our revenue size and employee base that are in the newspaper every day, with the
same kind of scrutiny every day that our businesses are
under. And the media and fan scrutiny probably influences decision making more than other businesses because it’s an emotional business. It’s a very public business, and so teams get pressured into making decisions
in the short term to answer the short-term P.R. scrutiny
versus being disciplined about making long-term decisions that might be a potential competitive advantage
but are tough to live through. So it’s a different animal
from that standpoint.

Denis Poroy/Getty Images

Coming to the Padres, what were the key imperatives
that came with the job?

Garfinkel: The most important question was: How are we
going to build a winning team? What were the crises
of the moment that we needed to address? We had lost
half our season-ticket base in the four months before I
arrived, so there was a definite crisis in the business. We
lost a lot of revenue, and so we needed to address that.
And we did that by building out a proactive ticket sales
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the team performs better. We have grown our revenue
through a new TV contract, and we now have the foundation in place to capitalize on that. When we are winning
and demand grows a lot, we’re now in a position to take
advantage of that and maximize the opportunity.
What lessons have you learned about enhancing the
fan experience at the ballpark?
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Garfinkel: Again, we’re in the memory-making business,
and one of the examples I focus on is that I believe concessions in sports is fundamentally broken. People just
don’t talk about it. Right now, concessions generally are
a reason to not go to a game. And with the commoditization of the 60-inch high-def television, it’s easy to stay
home, not fight traffic, pay for parking and not pay $10
for beer and wait in a 20-minute line to get one. We’re
trying to make concessions a reason to come, so we have
great food at reasonable prices and short lines.
Is there an example of what you did?

Garfinkel: Yes, we crowd-sourced our fans, and I sent out

a tweet and asked, “What San Diego food do you want to
see at the ballpark?” And one example that came back a
lot was Hodad’s, which is a little burger joint in Ocean
Beach. So we went and met with them and put one in the
ballpark. And it’s packed. We sell cheeseburgers there
for $6.50. And people come now, they even come earlier.
We’ve lowered beer prices but also offer San Diego craft
beers that are more expensive.
What about the Padres brand itself? Did you make any
changes?

Garfinkel: Yes. The biggest one was really focusing on civic
pride, focusing on the San Diego part of the brand. There
is a lot of civic pride here. It’s a universal truth that this
is a great place to live and work. There is a lot of pride in
that. So we want to capitalize on that and create uniquely
San Diego experiences. Petco Park is a wonderful ballpark, and it can be a part of the San Diego experience like
Wrigley Field is in Chicago.
What about leadership in terms of the players and
their expectations?

Garfinkel: We’ve been fortunate here. Our players are

pretty down-to-earth guys who go out and do things in
the community, a lot of times on their own. They care
about their teammates. When we draft players, we put a
priority not just on talent but we look for guys that are
first and foremost competitors, who want to beat somebody — because you have to want to win — and who are
good teammates. We also spend a lot of time talking to
their parents, to their teachers, to their friends, their
friends’ parents, their girlfriends’ dads ... that kind of
thing. We get as much possible information on them before we draft them. The guy who goes four for four and
he’s happy even if we lose — that’s not the right guy for us.
So how much in your talent assessment is it about the
Billy Beane stats and numbers versus what the guy’s
girlfriend’s father says? How much is gut feel?

Garfinkel: It’s less about the guy’s girlfriend’s father say-

ing he’s the guy you want than him saying that you
don’t want to be anywhere near this guy. It’s about
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looking for red flags. At the end of the day, if you could
find 25 Trevor Hoffmans, in terms of character and
work ethic and talent, you’re going to win a lot of baseball games. I believe that what you see on a spreadsheet
and what a scout sees with his eyes is just as important.
Ultimately, you are projecting what a player is going to
do and not necessarily for what they are doing right
now. It’s about potential.
Does Major League Baseball need a salary cap?

Garfinkel: I think the current system works well. I think

the TV rights issue is probably the biggest disparity right
now because of the dollars involved in the markets. If all
the teams charged themselves a market-based rights fee
in the current model, I think the current revenue-sharing
system works really well.
Compared to other sports that you’ve been involved
with, baseball teams have a high rate of failure. Does
that take a toll on an organization, not only the people
on the field but in the front office as well?

Garfinkel: That is where leadership comes in, whether it

is leadership on the field or in the front office. You’re going to have your ups and downs, whether you are working on Wall Street, on Main Street or for a baseball team.
It’s part of life. In baseball, there are teams that were in
last place and the next year are in first place, and vice
versa. It’s a very humbling game, and I haven’t met a lot
of arrogant people in baseball.
How do you roll with those ups and downs?

Garfinkel: We take the philosophy that we win together

and we lose together. We try to evaluate things objectively, and we want to hold people accountable. We’re
going to make hard decisions and if we believe our process is right, our decision making is right, then we believe
eventually we’re going to get there.
Are there leadership lessons in sports that you didn’t
see at Texaco or Miller Beer?

Garfinkel: For me, I think you go into life and treat other
people how you want to be treated. You do what you say
you are going to do. That doesn’t change. In sports, you’ve
really got to have a process, a plan that you believe in, and
be disciplined with that. That’s true in any business, but in
sports it is sometimes harder to stay disciplined to it. The
emotion of sports and the pressure of winning and losing
gets thrown on top of your decision making. It’s important to maintain your objectivity and be disciplined to
your process. That’s harder to do in sports.
Michael Distefano is chief marketing officer and senior vice president, Korn/Ferry International. Glenn Rifkin has written for The
New York Times, Fast Company, Strategy + Business, and many
other publications.
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ate enthusiasts. People can paddle, run, hike and birdwatch
privately, so why do we have Olympic kayaking, marathon
races, competitive orienteering, even a World Series of Birding? Because when you want to move your sport beyond the
ranks of hobbyists and get the rest of us to care, when you
want to see us roaring and hugging at your triumphs or
groaning in pain at your defeats, there is only one path. It’s
one that has worked for tens, if not hundreds, of thousands
of years: set up a scoreboard and form competing teams.
However beautifully a sport tests the laws of physics and the
limits of human endurance, the public won’t be passionate
about it until it involves a struggle among organized groups
of competitors for supremacy.
As far as we can tell from history and archaeology, it has
always been so. Whenever a civilization attains prosperity
and complexity, it builds places where athletes can compete
— and that competition spurs trade, political posturing and
cultural razzle-dazzle. Greek merchants traded at the ancient
Olympics while their rulers proclaimed alliances and poets
celebrated the winners. The Central American ball game
known as ulama, which has been played since 1400 B.C.E.,
helped regulate relations among city-states. Roman politicians staged games to get ahead with the public, and in the
early Byzantine Empire, fan clubs for the Green and Blue chariot-race teams functioned like social-welfare organizations,
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he genteel yachtsmen who launched the America’s Cup race in 1851 wouldn’t recognize it today.
Crews wear drysuits, armor and helmets — which
include head-cams to give video spectators an upclose and intense view of their struggles to stay
in the lead, avoid collisions and keep their stiff,
wing-like sails from capsizing their catamarans.
And fans no longer watch distant sails from shore or look at
photos of pretty boats in news reports. Thanks to a deal between America’s Cup Television and YouTube, online viewers
now follow each race with a choice of video and audio streams.
To orient them, a graphics-plus-live-action feature (modeled
on the first-down line in football broadcasts) superimposes
lines and statistics on live shots taken from helicopters and
speedboats. (Earlier this year, the technology won an Emmy
Award for innovation.)
These departures from the wool sweaters, cotton shorts
and Top-Siders of yachting tradition are part of a strategy to
interest a wider public in the race. The rebooted America’s
Cup, as Richard Worth, chairman and CEO of the America’s
Cup Event Authority, promised journalist Chris Museler, is
designed to be “watchable, dangerous and courageous, engaging, understandable [and] packed with interesting characters.”
High-end yacht racing is going through a transition that
has touched many other sports that began with a few passion-
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political alliances, news sources and tailgate party organizers.
That ball courts and arenas and racetracks should be found
in ancient ruins from Central America to North Africa to Asia
points to the way organized sports expose the psychic bedrock
of human nature — those inbuilt tendencies that define us and
mark us as different from our close cousins, the apes.
Orangutans, chimps, bonobos and gorillas like to group
up with those they know, preferably for their whole lives, and
that’s the end of it. They don’t like newcomers. Human beings,
on the other hand, don’t mind joining with strangers, especially if there’s a clear goal and the new-formed troupe works

between China and Japan, Chinese soccer fans drowned out
the Japanese national anthem with their chanting, booed the
Japanese team throughout and rioted after Japan won. And
of course soccer hooliganism (often perpetrated by “hooligan
firms” organized expressly for the purpose) is a constant in a
number of European nations. On a smaller scale, every few
years a baseball or football fan in the United States is injured
or killed by fans of a rival team.
Nonetheless, the striking aspect of organized sports, for a
cranky species that can get violent, is how often things stay
civil. Sports may be unique in the way they express both our
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Sports may be unique in the way they express both our violent feelings
and the peaceful ones, in a way that lets the peaceful ones prevail.
well. We don’t automatically welcome every new person who
comes over the hill, but we do welcome a fair number, especially if we can use a good hitter and they have the chops.
This essential “teaminess” can get out of hand, of course.
Byzantine chariot races sometimes ended in riots, one of
which, in 532, almost overthrew Emperor Justinian, leaving
Constantinople in ruins and 30,000 people dead. El Salvador
and Honduras fought a “soccer war” in 1969, when tensions
between the two nations came to a head during their World
Cup qualifying matches. At the 2004 A.F.C. Asian Cup match
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violent feelings and the peaceful ones, in a way that lets the
peaceful ones prevail.
Given that they stem from an important part of human
nature, it’s not surprising that team sports should have the
power to move us deeply. Lately, scientists have investigated
this phenomenon.
Consider testosterone, that hormone so famously associated with sex and aggression. It’s actually a more subtle chemical than its reputation would suggest, as it is associated with
confidence, openness and curiosity — with feeling engaged
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Teams

(the kind with jerseys and cheerleaders)

with life. It turns out that, in the body of a player of a team
sport, testosterone production is exquisitely sensitive to how
things are going in the game.
Testosterone in competitors, for example, will go up before a match — if they think it will be a challenge. If they
don’t feel the need to bring their A game, the hormonal boost
doesn’t happen. During the game, the hormone seems to
track a player’s sense of his value to the group. In one study
of male basketball players on winning teams, testosterone
levels rose higher in those who had contributed more to the
victory than they did in less-important players.
It may seem strange that your glands can respond so precisely to a play-by-play, but it’s well documented. For example,
one recent study compared testosterone levels in 17 players
from two basketball teams, immediately after each had won
a game. Testosterone surged among the players on the first
team, but not the second. The difference? The first team faced
opponents of equal ranking, and they attributed their victory
to better playing. But the second team had been pitted against
a better squad; they thought their win was sheer luck.
Similarly, in a laboratory experiment with volunteers
playing a computer game, researchers compared gamers who
played to win with another group, in which winners and
losers were randomly chosen. Men who had won by skill
had higher testosterone afterward than did men who won by
chance. To get that testosterone boost from winning, it seems,
you have to own the success. If you think it was just luck, you
won’t get the same psychological and physiological boost.
One aspect of the testosterone research may illuminate
why millions of us are so deeply invested in sports and how
sports can become the focus of our deep team-oriented feelings: the hormonal effects of wins and losses aren’t limited to
men and women on the field. After a game, we know, testosterone levels of winners are generally higher than those of the
losers. The striking thing is that this is true for fans as well.
In the late 1990s, the late social psychologist James M.
Dabbs of Georgia State University and his colleagues took
saliva samples from eight men as they watched their favorite
teams play basketball. They did the same for 21 men watching
their teams fight a World Cup soccer match. Fans of the winners experienced a spike in testosterone after the match. Testosterone levels went down in fans of the losing teams. The
effect has since been found in other forms of peaceful team
competition. For example, after the 2008 U.S. presidential
election, supporters of John McCain showed lower testosterone levels than they had registered before. (Interestingly,
though, the hormone levels of those who supported the win-
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matter so much to us because. . . . .
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teams

(the more loosely defined kind that involve cooperating with others for any goal)
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are the human race’s key weapon in the fight for survival.
ner, Barack Obama, stayed steady. Much as politicians love
sports metaphors, these two forms of peaceful contest don’t
seem to move fans in the same way.)
Of course, researchers’ measurements of hormones in
saliva samples would be of purely academic interest if they
didn’t correlate with changes in behavior. But researchers
lately have found that sports matches have a big impact on
observers’ states of mind, and their actions, both as individuals and as a group.
Last year’s Vancouver riots after the Boston Bruins’ upset
victory in the Stanley Cup may be a textbook case. Researchers
have found that violence spikes in communities that host intense sports matches, and upset victories are associated with
the biggest jumps in violent behavior.
In one study, economists Daniel I. Rees and Kevin T. Schnepel of the University of Colorado matched crime statistics
with information about Division I-A college football games
and found that game days were associated with jumps in
arrests for assault, vandalism, disorderly conduct and alcohol
offenses in host cities or towns. The sharpest rises came after
upsets, they report. Similarly, University of California San
Diego economists David Card and Gordon Dahl used data on
domestic violence on Sundays during the N.F.L. football season to find that upset losses by a city’s team correlated with
an average 8 percent increase in reports of male-on-female
“intimate partner” violence. When the home team was playing
a traditional rival or vying for a playoff spot, losses were followed by much bigger jumps in domestic-abuse arrests.
In similar work, economists Stacy Wood, Melayne McInnes and David Norton recently looked at the aftermath of
271 college and professional basketball games between 2001
and 2008 that either decided playoff status or involved longtime rivals — in other words, games that mattered a great
deal to fans. When the final scores were close, the researchers
found, fatal traffic accidents increased in the winning team’s
hometown (and, when it was a different place, in the immediate vicinity of the match). Since the deadly crashes only
increased in places where there were fans of the winners,
Wood and her co-authors believe the accidents stem from
a surge of excitement (and probably testosterone) triggered
by the closeness of the game.
The recent work on the aftermath of games isn’t all about
beatings and crashes. Some effects of an exciting game are
positive, at least for some people. Incumbent politicians, for
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example, are probably right to want to associate themselves
with winning teams. When a good thing (like a championship) arrives to make us feel good about our group, the leader
gets some unconscious credit.
Recently Neal Malhotra of the Stanford business school
and his colleagues compared major-election voting results in
62 counties from 1964 to 2008 with the wins and losses scored
by those counties’ Division I college football teams. When a
home team won within 10 days of an election, the researchers
found, incumbents got a boost at the ballot. In fact, the researchers calculate that such a victory gives the incumbent senator,
governor or president an extra 1.6 percent of the vote. The authors also surveyed some 3,000 people during the 2009 N.C.A.A.
college basketball tournament about their team preferences
and their political views. Basketball fans whose favorite team
had just won a game gave President Obama a favorability rating that averaged 2.3 percent more than others’ ratings.

T

here’s a good evolutionary reason for us to be
so passionate about our teams that their fortunes can change the way we feel about life, not
to mention how we drive, vote and obey the
law. Teams (the kind with jerseys and cheerleaders) matter so much to us because teams
(the more loosely defined kind that involve cooperating with
others for any goal) are the human race’s key weapon in the
fight for survival. Stacked up against a tiger, elephant or eagle,
an individual human is a poor competitor — no claws, no
tusks, no wings. Only teamwork — our ability to cooperate
with each other — gives us an edge against other creatures.
That being so, perhaps the sight of teamwork gives us
pleasure for its own sake. It could be that we like to see teams
in action for the same reason we like to see trees and grass —
because both sights signaled a safe environment to our ancestors. A well-functioning team never fails to interest us, and
often, to make us wonder if it’s with us or against us.
Certainly we often speak about giant collections of people
as if they were single individuals — as in “Facebook won’t sit
on its laurels” or “Iran wants a nuclear weapon” or “Dallas
is hungry for a win.” As the psychologist and philosopher
Donald T. Campbell has noted, the more such a collection of
people resembles a finely honed team, the easier it is for the
mind to see it as one thing.
When we see people who are physically close together,
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EXCEPTIONALLY BAD DIRECTORS
Korn/Ferry recently wrapped up research in Australia that included interviewing dozens of board directors about

about how the people in the photos had been in some kind of
a conflict (with phrases like “They were the ones who started
the fight!”). After distracting the students with an irrelevant
chore, the experimenters then asked them to match photographs with sentences about the battle.
The photos were a mix of black and white faces. Despite
clear indications that both “sides” in the “fight” had been a mix
of blacks and whites, the students tended to retell the story
with all the whites on one side and all the blacks on the other.
This is a common memory trick in a race-sensitive society,
but what happened next was more surprising. In the next
go-round, Kurzban showed the same pictures and asked the
same questions — but this time, the people in the photos
were wearing jerseys that were either yellow or green. And
this time, when people recalled the “fight,” they mistakenly
lumped all the green-shirts together, and all the yellow-shirts.
“Despite a lifetime’s experience of race as a predictor of social
alliances,” the researchers wrote, “less than four minutes of
exposure to an alternate social world was enough to deflate
the tendency to categorize by race.”
Many animals, including people, cherish their own troupe
and see a world of “Us” and “Them.” But only humans are
keen to keep reformulating the boundaries; only people love
to form new teams. Organized sports have the same mix of
the eternal and unchanging loyalty to us (“I’m a lifelong Jets
fan”) and constant newness (“as of this year, Tim Tebow is
a Jet”). When we play or watch them, and experience their
intense highs and lows, we’re reveling in one of our most
important, and most human, traits.
David Berreby (david@davidberreby.com) writes the Mind Matters blog
for Bigthink.com and has written about the science of behavior for a
number of leading publications.

what makes the best non-executive directors (NEDs) stand out as exceptional.
But that exercise inevitably turns up
the boardroom behaviors that grate on
the nerves. Chairmen warn NEDs not to
become any of these unfortunate types:
Blatherers: They speak for the sake of
speaking, continuously trying to demonstrate their knowledge
Hobbyhorse jockeys: They focus on a
narrow area that they know, and everything else is irrelevant.
Interrogators: They put management on
the defensive. They roast or interrogate
rather than debate.
Captives of compliance: Rules and regulations can bog down and distract from
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what’s important. They get overly worried about compliance to avoid making
decisions.
Nodders: Those who go along and seem
prone to groupthink — people who show
up and nod ‘wisely,’ but don’t make much
of a contribution.
Swelled heads: Those who have an
attitude that ‘this is about me’ rather
than ‘this is about us’ and build a career
around their own ego.
In over their heads: They don’t fully
understand the challenges facing the
business and can’t contribute useful
advice or solutions.
Source: The Korn/Ferry Institute

Hal Mayforth

who look alike, and who clearly share the consequences of
their actions, we are inclined to see them as parts of a single
entity, a close-knit team. To those evident cues, Campbell
added a fourth, which he called “good figure.” “Elements
forming part of a spatial organization or pattern,” he wrote,
“tend to be perceived as part of the same unit.” Consider an
elite military unit on parade: The soldiers march in close order, they look alike in their uniforms, and they’re trained that
survival depends on knowing that they’re in it together, that
they share that common fate. But the sharp discipline of their
drill, making them turn in unison and snap their rifles in
perfect coordination, adds “good figure” to the impression.
Nations and 30,000-employee corporations, of course,
don’t march around in formation. Yet it’s interesting to note
that when we speak of these entities in the singular, we forget about the individuality of the people inside them. We
have to remind ourselves that not all employees are alike, not
all Iranians are the same. In other words, even without the
deliberate cues, we tend to see teams. That’s why companies
put so much effort into making sure each employee gives customers a positive experience, and why travelers feel responsible for representing their entire nation in the way they conduct themselves. We know instinctively that observers won’t
say, “I didn’t like that woman named Jane with the blue shirt
at the front desk.” They’ll say, “I had a bad experience at that
hotel chain” and unconsciously expect the next employee to
behave like the previous one.
The power of team membership to affect perceptions
was confirmed in an experiment by psychologist Robert
Kurzban of the University of Pennsylvania. He and his colleagues showed psychology students a set of eight photographs, each of an ordinary-looking young man or woman,
wearing a gray jersey. At the same time, each volunteer read
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TIME

Down
If you want to
build a ship,
don’t drum up people
together to collect
wood and don’t assign
them tasks and work,

but rather teach them
to long for
the endless immensity
of the sea.
—Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Top to Bottom: ©Chon Day, ©Dana Fradon, from The New Yorker Collection/www.cartoonbank.com
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Steering
a HighSpeed

Marvel
When rain caused the postponement last February of the Daytona 500 from 1 p.m.
on Sunday until 7 p.m. on Monday, it seemed like a very bad break. But “The
Great American Race,” the opening event in the NASCAR season, gained viewers
as it went on. With dramatic action, which included a crash that caused a truck
filled with jet fuel to explode in a fiery ball, Fox television won the ratings battle
against original prime time programming on its rival networks. According to
Fox, the 2012 event was the most-watched Daytona 500 in the network’s history,
with more than 36.5 million unique viewers.
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By Christopher R. O’Dea
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NASCAR Cup winner
and racing superstar,
Jimmie Johnson

Auto racing is clearly not just a niche activity for lowviewership hours. NASCAR today cuts a wide swath across
the American sports and business landscape in terms of rev
enue, attendance, TV ratings and champion athletes. With a
fan base of nearly one-third of the adult population of the
United States, NASCAR generates $150 million in economic
impact on average for each of the 36 races, topping $7 billion
annually, with licensed merchandise sales adding another
$1 billion to $3 billion. Attendance at the tracks drives an un-

fan demand, and will open new opportunities for carmakers
and corporate sponsors as racing teams reconfigure layouts
and paint schemes and roll out new marketing campaigns.
The 2011 season was arguably the most competitive in
NASCAR’s history, with the championship in contention until
the last lap of the last race of a grueling schedule. Reversing
a four-year viewership decline of 25 percent through 2010,
NASCAR’s overall viewership rose 10 percent on average in
2011, with a 17 percent increase in the coveted 18-34-year-old
male segment pacing the rebound.
Just as NASCAR’s rise has reflected the rise
of the Sun Belt, the sport is now flexing its
economic muscle to advance social causes
through a green strategy and attracting nonprofit organizations as car sponsors. In a dynamic shift, nonprofits as large as AARP have
engaged with NASCAR to raise awareness of
key issues.

NASCAR is unique in sports. The rules of the
sport are controlled by a private family-owned
company; team owners do not have a stake in
the sanctioning body as they do in traditional
leagues. Teams and drivers operate as independent contractors. With annual costs of
$20 million or more for each car, the sport requires significant capital, which is provided
by corporate sponsors eager to tap
With annual costs of
the
buying
power of the NASCAR fan base.
$20 million or more for
Sponsorship
places stringent behavioral
each car, the sport reand commercial demands on drivers, who
quires significant capifunction as corporate representatives for
tal, which is provided
many of the world’s top brands.
by corporate sponsors
Charlotte, N.C., is the hub of the raceager to tap the buying
ing world in America and headquarters
power of the NASCAR
for most NASCAR teams. The city recently
fan base.
completed a building complex that includes NASCAR’s Hall of Fame and an adjacent state-of-the-art studio that could serve
as the nerve center of its broadcasting network,
and it operates a research and development center dedicated
precedented degree of brand activation — the Holy Grail for
to design, testing, safety and green tech solutions.
sponsorship marketers striving for an emotional connection
Sponsorship has grown enormously as a marketing stratthat converts racing fans to consumers. The vast audience
egy in the past decade, as companies seek better ways to reach
that watched this year’s Daytona 500 sparked chatter about
customers, and NASCAR’s long history with the sponsorship
whether racing belongs in prime time, like the N.F.L., the ultimodel gives it an edge in the increasingly intense competition
mate TV juggernaut.
for eyeball time from mobile fans with a dizzying array of
NASCAR naturally influences car manufacturing, a core
sports options. The business side of the pit road rests on the
American industry. Each of the four manufacturers that comcollective experience of its teams and drivers at structuring
pete is developing NASCAR vehicles that will look like the
major sponsorship deals — and then using the latest tools
cars we drive, bringing back the heady days of “win on Sunday, sell on Monday” competition. The cars are a response to
and technologies to turn fans into loyal, often multigenera-
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Family Owned
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tional customers. While most leagues grant monopolistic
franchises bound by geography, the Pocono Raceway CEO,
Brandon Igdalsky, notes that in NASCAR “there is no home
turf — only racing fans.” That makes NASCAR the first digitalready league, tailor-made for the way today’s wired fans follow sports — and the way businesses market their brands.

Top to bottom: ISC Archives via Getty Images, Courtesy of NASCAR (2)

Running from the Law
NASCAR has come a long way since William “Big Bill” France
Sr. founded the organization. Stock car racing originated in
the hills around Bristol, Tenn., where enterprising bootleggers needed to outrun federal agents; they began modifying
“stock” cars to gain an edge in speed and handling on steep,
dark, mostly unpaved roads. Short dirt tracks provided a
more law-abiding outlet for competitive zeal. Some of those
drivers made their way to Florida’s sand flats, where their impromptu races caught the eye of a local gas station owner.
Big Bill France moved to Daytona, Fla., from Washington,
D.C., in 1935 to escape the Great Depression. Daytona Beach
was the site of land-speed record attempts at the time. With a
reported $100 stake and talent as a mechanic, he opened a gas
station and car repair shop. By some accounts, France entered
the race at Daytona Beach in 1936, took fifth place and began
managing the course in 1938. Stock car racing caught on across
the Southeast in the 1940s, drawing ever-larger crowds, but
problems remained. Race promoters were known to skip town
with prize money, leaving race winners holding nothing more
than a checkered flag. And rules varied from track to track.
Convinced that racing could reach its potential only if
these problems were solved, Big Bill convened a group of drivers, promoters and businessmen in late 1947 at the Streamline Hotel and made the case for common rules for races, a
regular schedule and a centralized organization to oversee the
effort. The plan won support, and by February 1948 the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing was formed. According to the Streamline Hotel’s Web site, “when the meeting adjourned, no one knew if the organization would be
successful; some skeptics believed it would never work.”
How wrong they were. NASCAR racing today is the nation’s No. 1 sport in terms of attendance and fan loyalty. Today’s racing teams are complex organizations that run almost
year-round. Drivers are the stars, but behind every driver is a
team — sometimes numbering 50 to 60 people — dedicated
to each car, supported by centralized groups of engine, chassis, suspension and aerodynamic technicians. In a business
where success is reckoned in thousandths of a second, the difference between winning and losing comes down to the quality of leadership and talent management across the sport.

Setting the Course
NASCAR’s current head, Brian France, Big Bill’s grandson, recently took his leadership team on a deep dive into every as-
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Top: Roscoe “Pappy” Hough’s race car, late
1940s. Middle: Bill Jr., Big Bill, Brian France,
late ’70s. Right: Brian France today.

pect of NASCAR, producing a five-year strategy to anticipate change and keep NASCAR
moving forward. The 2012 season has seen
the unleashing of an industry action plan intended to
raise the level of collaboration to create the best opportunities for sponsors, whether at the track or in the cybersphere,
with new and compelling fan experiences. While Monday
Night Racing may be a few more laps down the road, NASCAR’s current tagline is “Everything Else is Just a Game.”
“NASCAR is leading from the front,” said France, whose
goal is to build on the successful platform that his grandfather created more than 60 years ago. Through the largest
and most comprehensive independent research project any
sports league is believed to have undertaken, NASCAR has
gone beyond typical fan marketing research to develop ethnographic studies that yielded fresh insight into what attracts fans to its brand of racing. One output of that research
was an action plan that consists of seven planks that promise
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to deliver increasingly compelling competitive and entertainment experiences for the fans, thereby improving business
results for sponsors, while breaking new ground in the use
of sponsorships to support environmental and social causes.
What’s more, the drivers, the stars themselves, are part of this
and NASCAR’s marketing team has created programs to help
drivers become better spokesmen (and spokeswomen) for
the industry. In the process, NASCAR is helping fans learn

crew chiefs giving him high marks for vision, innovation, and
vigorous, creative leadership.
“NASCAR gets it,” said Joe Gibbs, who heads one of the major
teams in the sport, fielding three Toyota cars in the NASCAR
Sprint Cup series. Gibbs would know. The 20-year NASCAR
team owner has unique perspective, with three Super Bowl
championships as coach of the Washington Redskins in the
National Football League, as well as three NASCAR Sprint Cup
championships at Joe Gibbs Racing. Gibbs counts
some of the world’s most sophisticated consumer
and B-2-B marketers as sponsors, and his racing organization went international in 2007, becoming one
of the first teams to use Toyota cars in the Cup series.
The difference between football and NASCAR,
Gibbs said, is that “you don’t need to have a sponsor
to play football.” In the sponsorship financing model,
each NASCAR driver is not just an athlete, but a
highly visible representative of several major brands
and numerous smaller sponsors. He or she participates in advertising campaigns as well as off-track
appearances with sponsors and their clients, which
can include race-day hospitality tents, on-track
special events and video appearances at sponsor
companies.

“NASCAR gets it,” said Joe Gibbs, who heads one
of the major teams in the sport, fielding three
Toyota cars in the NASCAR Sprint Cup series.
He is seen here with Kyle Busch.
more about drivers earlier in their careers, while better preparing drivers as they rise through the ranks.
“We tend to work on our weaknesses,” France said. “We’re
a self-critical culture, looking at things introspectively to find
things we think we can build on.” France works mostly with
a core team of top executives, but said it’s not uncommon for
him to reach out to people downstream. “It’s the only way I
know how to approach things, and that sets the agenda.”
His agenda for NASCAR is ambitious. The new strategy is
to tap key growth levers: defining the next-generation fan
(younger, more mobile and wired, increasingly Hispanic, better informed about sports, and attention-challenged); helping
drivers with their own brand mapping; launching a “SWAT
team” to collaborate with teams and track owners to develop
media opportunities and capitalize on them through at-track
events and promotions; and building a digital presence second to none. And it’s working. The France message has resonated across the sport, with teams, drivers, track owners and
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In the 1970s, consumer brands eager to tap the sales
potential of loyal NASCAR fans took the sport into
nationwide marketing channels beyond the core motor sports
outlets. Showing drivers on point-of-sale displays and in
national ad campaigns — “with their helmets off” — created
a generation of drivers who became household names, said
Steve Phelps, NASCAR’s chief marketing officer. NASCAR is
actually “less over-indexed” in the Southeast than most people expect, Phelps notes, while stronger than expected in
the Midwest and Northeast. Only in the West is NASCAR
slightly below the national average in brand power.
Ken Butler recognized the marketing potential of NASCAR’s fan base in 2000. As chief operating officer of Aaron’s
Inc., whose stores sell furniture, appliances and electronics
to consumers with credit issues, he sponsored the naming
rights for a race at Atlanta Motor Speedway, where Aaron’s is
based. But Butler asked if the race could be lengthened a few
laps so it could be named the “Aaron’s 312,” to promote the
company’s lease-to-own program.
Butler began sponsoring a car after he met Cup driver
Michael Waltrip at a Shania Twain concert. The partnership
has enabled Waltrip to grow into a three-car team with a
championship contender in 2012, while Aaron’s developed
a strong marketing platform. The No. 99 “Dream Machine”
was originally named for the array of “dream products” that
Aaron’s sold for $99, and the company later moved the desig-

Jeff Zelevansky/Getty Images for NASCAR

Activated Branding
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Driving for a Cause
NASCAR’s appeal as a sponsorship venue continues to
reflect United States social trends while breaking new
ground. Leading the way is four-time champion Jeff Gordon, who became the sport’s first crossover star after
he started winning races and titles almost from the moment he entered the Cup series in the early 1990s. Now
Gordon has a three-year contract with AARP; it is the
first time a major nonprofit organization has taken a primary sponsorship of a NASCAR Sprint Cup car.
“I love doing charitable work,” Gordon said, “but I’d
never represented a cause.” Gordon’s sponsor is Drive
to End Hunger, a policy and grass roots initiative by
AARP and AARP Foundation focused on the issue of
hunger among older people in America. Food insecurity

Courtesy Hendrick Motorsports

— the choice between a meal and medicine — confronts
more than 9 million people over the age of 50 every day,
said Jo Ann Jenkins, president of AARP Foundation.
That’s a 78 percent increase in the last decade. The deal
with the No. 24 car “is more than a sponsorship,” Jenkins said. “It’s a partnership with like-minded people —
Jeff Gordon and the entire Hendrick team.”
Reflecting NASCAR’s strong core and its increasing
mobile and digital reach, the Drive to End Hunger registered 982 million touch points with fans in 2011. These
include page views at the AARP and Drive to End Hunger
Web sites, interactions through social media like Facebook and Twitter, media coverage in traditional publications and broadcasts, as well as visits and donations at
the Drive to End Hunger mobile trailer at Sprint Cup
races. While AARP has multiple programs focused on
hunger, “we use NASCAR as the main messaging plat-

nation to the No. 55 car on the Waltrip team to commemorate
the founding of the chain in 1955. Aaron’s added its mascot,
Lucky Dog, to its on-air marketing when it added a lucky dog
graphic to its broadcast package — the term refers to the first
driver who is not on the lead lap when a yellow caution flag
slows racing; that driver gets one lap back, and race announcers called him or her a “lucky dog.” But the luckiest dog might
be Butler — Aaron’s has grown from fewer than 300 stores to
nearly 1,960 while working with Waltrip.
The power of NASCAR sponsorship is that “you can bring
your brand right into the playing field,” France said. And digital tools allow NASCAR to multiply the impact of branding on
the track. A major part of France’s strategy for the sport was to
bring its digital rights back in-house. NASCAR decided it had
to be master of its own destiny, able to control production, editing, packaging and rights management for the full range of
NASCAR intellectual property. The move created a new digital
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form to get people engaged,” Jenkins said.The impact
wasn’t lost on NASCAR, which asked AARP for permission to use the partnership as a case study at its 2011
post-season sponsorship summit. In 2012, two other
nonprofits got involved. The American Coalition for
Clean Coal Electricity, an advocacy group representing
coal producers, electric utilities and railroads, signed on
to sponsor Dale Earnhardt Jr. and his team, JR Motor
sports, in several Nationwide Series races, and ethanol
producers also sponsor a car.
Drive to End Hunger took over primary sponsorship
for Gordon after DuPont reduced its commitment during
tough economic times in 2010, after two decades on
the hood of the No. 24. That set the stage for another
first for Gordon. “I learned what it takes to put food on
the table for all these people — the food banks and all
the volunteering,” he said. So far so good — the drive
has helped deliver more than 8 million meals to older
Americans since its creation.

division that will eventually require new hiring, Phelps said.
The digital dialogue is growing rapidly. In 2011, NASCAR
.com averaged approximately 6 million unique visitors per
month, with page views totaling 802 million, according to
Omniture, an online marketing and Web analytics business
owned by Adobe Systems. Racing fans — especially younger
ones — are on the move, and the mobile version of NASCAR
.com (m.nascar.com) experienced tremendous growth in 2011,
with page views up 138 percent over 2010, to 159 million.
As the title sponsor of NASCAR’s premier racing series
through at least 2016, Sprint brings its brand to life by taking
fans inside the garage. NASCAR requires that communication
between drivers and their pit crews during races take place
over public analog channels and NASCAR Sprint Cup Mobile,
an application available on Android devices exclusively from
Sprint, essentially turns a mobile device into a race scanner
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on race days. The app delivers the live-race radio broadcast,
lap-by-lap live telemetry and in-car audio for all 43 drivers
and NASCAR officials. More than 3.1 million fans used the
app in 2011. “Race fans are very good wireless customers,”
said Steve Gaffney, vice president of corporate marketing for
Sprint. “They spend more and stay with us longer.”
It is part of Sprint’s brand activation, which includes
more than 1.2 million active followers for the Miss Sprint
Cup Facebook page, and the Sprint All-Star Announcers contest for this year’s NASCAR Sprint All-Star Race. The All-Star
Announcers contest afforded Sprint the opportunity to integrate NASCAR fans, in a highly visible fashion, into the spotlight event of its season. Twenty fans were chosen and their
videos were seen on SPEED’s pre-race broadcast as the official
driver introductions at the event.
Green for NASCAR? Critics scoff. But NASCAR Green is
the kind of reform “that sustainability advocates would like
to see across the economy,” Matthew T. Bodie, a St. Louis University School of Law professor and associate dean, noted in
a recent paper. “NASCAR is an example of the ‘imbedded corporation’ — a firm working within a complex set of partnerships, contracts and other economic arrangements. Sustainability makes sense within this framework.”
NASCAR Green encourages research and innovation in
fuel efficiency, solar power and environmentally sound handling or recycling of everything from motor oil and batteries
to beverage containers. Like social media, the green effort
draws in corporate sponsors. Coca-Cola sponsors recycling
bins at tracks, and 3M has begun deploying a sustainable
fire suppression fluid in the No. 16 3M Ford Fusion of Greg
Biffle, a driver for Roush Fenway.
One of the most successful partner projects is the solar
energy farm at Pocono Raceway, which began supplying all
electricity for the track in 2010 — and putting enough excess
energy back into the local grid to power about 800 homes in
the area. Igdalsky, Pocono’s CEO, said the project saves up to
$500,000 per year and draws a steady stream of visitors. “It’s
put us on the map in all sports.”

Winning Organizations
Like participants in every sport, drivers and teams want to
win. “Race wins help us in a number of ways,” said Jimmie
Johnson, a five-time Sprint Cup champion. “The obvious one
of winning,” he added, in order to lock in a spot in the Chase
for the Cup — the final 10 races that determine the championship. “Once that goal is accomplished, it’s a matter of getting
the team rested and prepared for the finals.” To do so while
delivering a return on investment to sponsors is a talent
management challenge that falls to Marshall Carlson, president of Hendrick Motorsports. Carlson and the crew chiefs
of the team’s four cars must inspire top-notch performance
from teams encompassing a surprisingly wide range of ex-
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pertise. Under NASCAR’s rules and competitive conditions,
teams can gain only transient advantages from equipment,
he said, “so it’s all about the people.”
The organization, founded by Rick Hendrick, numbers
over 550 individuals, with 70 to 75 percent of them employed
in the competition and development divisions, the rest in
other business functions like marketing and accounting.
Hendrick’s main goal would sound familiar to many
CEOs: leverage information and competitive intelligence
across the four teams to win more. With one of the longest
and best records in the sport, Hendrick has figured out
how to make that happen
most of the time; this year,
“NASCAR has the best
the organization won its
fans in sports,” says Bran200th Cup race, a singular
don Igdalsky. Race fans
achievement. Hendrick’s
“come early and stay late,”
leadership model tends tooften for days.
ward internal talent development starting on the
shop floor. No organization is ever prepared for the kind
of tragedy that struck Hendrick when a 2004 plane crash
claimed the lives of 10 key company and sponsor personnel,
including the founder’s son, Ricky, and brother John, who
was president at the time. Carlson, who first worked at Hendrick as a summer intern while in college, was named president in 2011.
Crediting the founder, Carlson subscribes to four pillars
of leadership: talent, unity, speed and focus. “You can’t beat
talent,” Carlson said. And Hendrick has plenty; Jeff Gordon
in the No. 24 AARP Drive to End Hunger car and Johnson in
the No. 48 Lowe’s car have nine championships between
them. Dale Earnhardt Jr., in the No. 88 Diet Mountain Dew/
National Guard car, is the most popular driver in NASCAR,
as well as the most valuable name in the sport. Completing
the roster is Kasey Kahne, in the No. 5 Farmers Insurance
car, who took his seat in 2012.
Turning talent into success demands unity of purpose
and action. At Hendrick, when any car gets a win or a championship, every member of the competition group receives
the same bonus. Similar programs provide incentives to marketing teams to execute programs that deliver superior results to sponsors. Unity enables the organization to operate
at the tempo that infuses this sport: high speed. Carlson said,
“Focus is pretty easy to see — every week there’s a scoreboard
and we’re ranked in an unbelievably clear way.”

The Track Experience
For track owners, the window of opportunity for capitalizing on
Cup races is short. A case study is the independent Pocono track.
Though its seating of just over 76,800 makes Pocono a moderate facility on the Cup circuit, where a dozen tracks seat upward
of 90,000 fans, its capacity tops many ball-sports parks.
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This site has hosted a Cup-level race since 1974. With a
unique configuration nicknamed “the Tricky Triangle,” the
2.5-mile track is the same length as the speedways at Daytona
and Charlotte, but each of Pocono’s turns is a sharp corner, and
its layout still vexes crew chiefs who need to tune engines and
suspensions for widely varying conditions, and drivers who
must shift constantly, wearing on car and driver alike.

Wheels and a special section of grandstands for Twitter users,
an idea tweeted by an activated fan. Igdalsky spends an hour a
day with fans on Twitter and Facebook. “People are absorbing
the sport in different ways,” he said.
While digital channels are vital for reaching younger fans,
there’s no replacing live racing, he adds. “When you’re at the
track, you see it, feel it, hear it, taste it and smell it. It hits every sense, and it sucks you in.”

ZUMA Press, Inc./Alamy

It’s Car Racing, After All

Built in 1971 with help from the family that owned the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Pocono was resurfaced for the
2012 races, drawing good response from drivers after testing.
With a short summer season, there’s a lot at stake economically in the two Cup race weekends, and NASCAR’s new marketing SWAT team, called Industry Services, is a big plus for
getting drivers, media support and other resources to capitalize on the short window, said Igdalsky, a third-generation
member of the family that owns the facility.
Race fans “come early and stay late,” often for days, so
tracks need to provide activities for both gearheads and fam
ilies. “NASCAR has the best fans in sports,” Igdalsky said.
Among new features that are designed to appeal to them at
Pocono this year: an infield course where kids can race Big
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There’s no racing without cars, and fan loyalty to
automakers fuels a “win on Sunday, sell on Monday”
approach that has never left the sport. Big teams
often have multiple ties to the manufacturers that
supply their racing gear: Rick Hendrick is one of the
largest Chevy dealers in the country, Roger Penske’s
empire includes a Dodge engine plant, and Jack
Roush of Roush Fenway Racing has long operated a
Ford shop near Detroit that rivals an auto factory.
Long relationships between carmakers and established racing teams can pose obstacles for new
entrants. Even in the big-money world of NASCAR,
carmakers’ racing budgets are limited. Gibbs
switched to Toyota in 2007 in part to become a
bigger fish in the pond. Toyota began working
with NASCAR in 2000 in a regional series, and
had a solid relationship with the league’s technical
group when it entered the Camping World Truck
Series to support the launch of the Tundra, its first
full-sized pickup in the United States. “It’s not just
about the competition on the track; NASCAR provides a tremendous opportunity to reach out and
activate,” said Les Unger, national motorsports
manager for Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A.
Reflecting just how mainstream NASCAR has
become, in April Forbes magazine named Johnson
the most influential athlete in America — for the
second year in a row. Asked about the honor, Johnson told the Fox broadcast team he felt honored by the award
primarily because it validated Big Bill France’s dream that
stock car racing drivers be recognized as athletes.
Today, Big Bill’s grandson is driving the Dream Machine
that’s NASCAR, readying the sport for the next Dale Earnhardt
or Jimmie Johnson, always attuned to how the racing looks
on the track. Because in the end great competition will fuel
success for this most American sport. As Igdalsky sums it
up, “On any given Sunday, anybody can win.” 
Christopher R. O’Dea is a business consultant and an award-winning
writer focusing on leadership, innovation and financial issues. He is a
member of the Dean’s International Council of the Harris School of
Public Policy Studies at the University of Chicago.
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cided to give up Division 1 women’s basketball coaching
careers to start a bedsheet company, they raised more than
a few eyebrows. The road from sports to business is well-

traveled, but this leap of faith was anything but a slam dunk.

Walvius, 47, a former All-American
at Virginia Tech, had been head coach at
the University of South Carolina, part
of the most competitive women’s basketball conference in the nation, for 11
years. Having turned around a moribund program, Walvius was Coach of
the Year in the Southeastern Conference in 2002 and took her team to the
post-season tournament five times.
Marciniak, 38, a tenacious point guard
and team captain for the legendary
coach Pat Summitt at the University of
Tennessee and most valuable player of
the Volunteers’ 1996 national championship team, played professionally for
six years and went on to a coaching career of her own. She joined Walvius as
an assistant at South Carolina in 2002.
The pair were lifelong basketball
and fitness junkies, and careers in busi-

ness had not flashed on the radar screen
for either of them. The idea that they
would suddenly end their coaching
careers to become entrepreneurs was
startling enough. But to make such a
move in order to sell bedsheets seemed
to border on sheer lunacy.
“My parents told me I was nuts,”
said Walvius, who was a Division 1
head coach for 18 years. “They kept asking, ‘What coaching job are you going
to get?’ Even after the first two years,
they said, ‘You’re making bedsheets?
Really?’ ”
Of course, these are not ordinary
bedsheets. Sheex, the company they
founded, is selling an entirely new kind
of product with the hope of building
a brand by turning innovation into a
disruptive force.
What Walvius and Marciniak are
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betting on is that the world is ready for
a new kind of “high performance” bedsheet, made not from cotton but from
the same type of fabric used in athletic
apparel by such brands as Under Armour. The synthetic poly-spandex fabric, now a de facto standard among serious athletes from high school to the
pros, changed the sports fashion landscape. Unlike cotton, which becomes
soaked with sweat and stays wet, this
material wicks sweat, dries quickly,
keeps an athlete cool in the summer
and warm in the winter, and offers a
high level of comfort. Under Armour,
a hugely successful company founded
in 1996 by Kevin Plank, a former University of Maryland football player,
triggered an upheaval in athletic apparel fabrics. Competing against giants
like Nike and Adidas, Under Armour

Courtesy of Sheex (all)
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has carved out a lucrative niche and has
grown into a $1.5 billion global brand.
The Sheex founders believe they have a
similar opportunity.
Sheex is on track to sell $70 million
worth of bedsheets in 2012 and double
that next year through such national
retail outlets as Bed Bath & Beyond,
Macy’s and Brookstone. Numerous companies have been sniffing around with
acquisition interest, and Walvius and
Marciniak have enlisted a high-powered
advisory board and investors with deep
pockets who believe that their concept
could well reshape a lucrative segment
of the bed and bath industry.
“Michelle had been wearing a particular type of fabric (not Under Armour)
she liked while training,” Walvius recounted. “She bought me an outfit with
this material, and I was wearing it one

day and I said to her, ‘I would love to
have bedsheets made out of this stuff.’ ”
The two women looked at each other
and the proverbial light bulb popped on.
Could this be a business opportunity?
After an extensive online search,
they realized nobody was making such
bedding. In a “nothing new under the
sun” world, they had discovered an entrepreneur’s dream: a virgin opportunity. They paid a visit to the dean of the
University of South Carolina’s International Business School and told him
about their idea. The dean connected
them to a group of students with whom
they worked for two semesters to create a business plan and feasibility study.
“They came back with such unbelievable projections that Michelle and
I decided to leave coaching and pursue
this full-time,” Walvius said.
The concept was straightforward:
In a world where a good night’s sleep is
often as elusive as a no-hitter in baseball, a new kind of bedding — luxurious,
comfortable, able to alleviate the heat
that gets trapped in traditional cotton
sheets — would be enticing for a wide
audience. But coming up with an idea

Sheex

is one thing; executing successfully
against that idea is another. The two
women understood the odds. Neither
had an iota of experience in business,
especially in this industry. Knowing
that the field was wide open provided
incentive, but the process was sure to
be daunting.
In fact, the birth and growth of
Sheex has business school case study
written all over it. Walvius and Marciniak were treading into unknown territory without much business savvy, but
they brought something perhaps more
important and pertinent to the effort:
leadership skill born from their respective athletic experiences and successes.
As high-level players, they knew all
about winning and holding their own
against daunting competition. As successful coaches, they understood the
nature and dynamics of a team culture
and approaches that enable great teams
to win against tough odds.
A widely held assumption that athletes make successful business executives has not always rung true. Putting
a football or baseball star’s name on a
chain of local restaurants or car dealer-

Winning at Hoops
and Business

By Glenn Rifkin

and that is really a sports culture.”
Being pragmatists, the two women
did their homework thoroughly. Before
they gave up their credentials as coaches,
the pair began seeking out needed business expertise. They asked for and took
every meeting, every phone call, every
opportunity to learn what they needed
to know. After reading an article in
BusinessWeek, in which Bob Damon,
the president, North America, at Korn/
Ferry International, was named one
of the five top headhunters in the business, they made a cold call and asked
for a meeting. They knew they needed
a chief financial officer to handle the
money side of the business, and they
decided to start at the top in their
search.
Intrigued, Damon offered a 15-minute meeting in his Los Angeles office
but ended up spending well over an
hour with the women. Damon was impressed with the concept but more impressed with the women. He made a
series of significant business connections for the pair, including with investors, and was so impressed that he became an investor himself.
“When I met these two former athletes, I could see they were very competitive and I figured they will find a
way to win,” Damon said. “And when I
looked at the bedding industry, there
had been no innovation in that space
other than an increase in thread count
in cotton sheets. Here was a disruptive
technology, a big idea. I thought you’d
have to be an idiot to think it wouldn’t
work.”
The journey has not been without
significant stress. Walvius and Marciniak are well aware that more than
50 percent of small businesses fail
within the first five years. Disaster lurks
around every corner, especially in a
troubled economy. The women took

Courtesy of Sheex (2)

ships is one thing; building a true corporate entity from the ground up is
quite another. Tales of former athletes
gone bust are legion. What worked on
the field or diamond may simply not
translate to a winning bottom line. But
there is no doubt that the same traits
that make top-level athletes into consistent winners are found in the makeup
of successful entrepreneurs. When the
N.B. A. superstar LeBron James began
to create business enterprises at the
outset of his pro basketball career, the
famed financier Warren Buffett said,
“If LeBron were an I.P.O., I’d buy it.”
Walvius and Marciniak knew that
if they were going to make the commitment, they had to be all in. “If you are

going to be a great athlete, you live it,”
Walvius said. “It’s who you are. It is
your passion. For us, this is a lifestyle.
We do this 24/7, and it’s all consuming.”
Marciniak, in particular, brought
invaluable credentials and learning
from having played for Pat Summitt
at Tennessee. Summitt, who recently
stepped down as coach after being diagnosed with early-onset Alzheimer’s
disease, was the winningest coach,
men’s or women’s, in N.C.A.A. history. She was a brilliant strategist
and stern taskmaster who recognized leadership potential in her
recruits and drove them hard to
achieve excellence.
“Playing for Pat was probably
the best thing I’ve ever done in my
life,” said Marciniak, who led Tennessee to two straight N.C.A.A.
championship games, winning
one. “She’s extremely tough to play
for, and she absolutely lit me up
every day I was there. She loved
the fact that I was an extension of
her on the court, and for that reason, she was relentlessly hard on
me. She knew I could take it and
she just kept giving it to me.”
Walvius saw those traits in Marciniak when she brought her on as an
assistant coach at South Carolina. “Michelle’s very much like Pat in her per
sonality,” she said. “Pat pushed her
hard, but the point was excellence. It
was about getting up and being great
every day, not selling yourself short
but doing your absolute best job. With
Sheex, we draw the parallel to our
sports backgrounds almost every day.
We are successful because we’ve done
that. We know what we know, and we
know what we don’t know. Michelle
drives excellence with the people on
our team, and she exudes an attitude
of excellence, a passion for excellence

“We are competing,” Marciniak explained. “We’re training right now for a national
56
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second mortgages on their homes and
still nearly ran out of cash on several
occasions. “Sports teaches you that failures are part of the journey,” Marciniak
said. “They help you grow.”
For example, finding the right fabric took six months. And figuring out
how to manufacture the bedsheets became a global treasure hunt. Traditional
bedsheet makers couldn’t do it, so Sheex
formed a manufacturing partnership
with Li & Fung, a $20 billion Hong
Kong-based sourcing giant. They hired
a top San Francisco-based law firm that
specializes in patent litigation to protect their concept and met with buyers
from Bed Bath & Beyond, the giant home
furnishings chain with 1,000 stores in
North America, to persuade them to
carry the product line. At the time, the
prospective product packaging was athletic and masculine with a price point
of $300 for a set of sheets and pillow
cases. The buyers at Bed Bath & Beyond
convinced them to change the packaging and lower the price.
Though the two women are firmly
entrenched as co-CEOs, an idea that
was roundly discouraged by their advisers, they feel that the yin and yang of
their personalities are perfectly suited
to such an arrangement. That doesn’t
mean there isn’t conflict. These are
highly competitive athletes, after all.
“We butt heads all the time,” Walvius
said.
The package design, for example,
was a flashpoint. Marciniak liked the
original masculine, athletic design.
Walvius believed it did not do justice
to the product. “We really fought over
that,” she said. “We also fought over
our styles. I’d want to sit down and
make a list every day and have a meeting every day and talk about the big
issues we needed to address. Michelle
didn’t. That’s not the way she processes

or does things.”
In the end, the two thoroughly
trust each other’s instincts on different
aspects of the company and, thus far,
sharing the final say has worked. “People told us this could never work, but
I will tell you we are so much stronger
because of it,” Walvius said. “Because
we are very different and because we
have so much trust and respect, it really works for us.”
Taking care to address every potential obstacle, the women had the
product thoroughly tested at North
Carolina State University. They determined that the fabric breathes
twice as much as cotton and dries
50 percent faster. They even tested
the REM levels of sleep on test
subjects in search of proof that
the sheets could actually help athletes recover faster because they
are able to sleep better. They
knew they had to be able to substantiate their claims because in
the end, the bedsheet business
is a marketing play.
To that end, they used Under Armour as a role model and enlisted Raphael Peck, a top executive
at Under Armour who later became
chief marketing officer for Oakley sunglasses, to join the Sheex advisory
board.
“Kevin Plank was very smart in the
way he positioned his product,” Walvius
said. “He invested at the point of purchase so people would know how it
works and what it does for you. Today,
Under Armour makes a very strong
statement about who the customer is
and what the brand represents, which
is someone who is an elite athlete.”
Today, Sheex has 13 full-time employees. Every day at 1 p.m., the entire
team has a huddle, regardless of where
they are, to make sure everyone is clear

about the agenda and the end goal.
Though the focus now is on executing
against the game plan to grow the
brand, Walvius and Marciniak are also
focused on a potential exit strategy.
“We are competing,” Marciniak explained. “We’re training right now for a
national championship. Whatever happens, we get back to the gym and get
back to work. That’s an athlete’s reality.
And a national championship in this
case would be an acquisition, a sale, or
we may go public. That would tell us
we won.”
Glenn Rifkin has written for The New York
Times, Fast Company, Strategy + Business, and
many other publications.

championship. Whatever happens, we get back to the gym and get back to work.”
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An Interview with

John Skipper
President, ESPN Inc.,
Co-Chairman, Disney Media Networks
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ventures ever, covering a wide variety of sports
across the widest variety of media platforms in the
business. In print, on radio, television, the Internet, by
th en ex ti ss

ue

satellite and on your tablet or
phone, you can always find
scores, commentary, games
and chat on ESPN. John Skip-

CAM
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per, ESPN’s president since
January 2012, has had a
hand in shaping it all —
from the content you see,
read, hear and argue
about, to the way it’s
packaged, managed,
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marketed and sold, to the way advertisers work with the company. Skipper, 55, began
his media career at Straight Arrow Publishing, best
known for publishing Rolling Stone. He went on to Spin
magazine, a music publication, and then to the Walt
Disney Company, where he was responsible for the
publishing group. In 1996, when Disney acquired
CapCities/ABC, a TV and media group, ESPN was part
of the package. Since that time, it has become one of
Disney’s top-performing stars, and for 14 years, Skipper
has played a role in making that star shine brightly. He
began by developing a magazine for ESPN, was placed
in charge of ESPN.com, then took over advertising and
sales, and finally, Skipper became responsible for all of
ESPN’s vast ever-changing content. When Skipper took
over from George Bodenheimer, ESPN’s much-loved
president, he inherited a company that was successful,
stable and in possession of deep reserves of talent and
experience. Skipper discussed his career and the lessons
he learned with Jed Hughes, Korn/Ferry International’s
Vice Chairman and Global Sector Leader for Sports, and
Joel Kurtzman, editor-in-chief of the Korn/Ferry Institute’s Briefings on Talent & Leadership.
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You began your career at Rolling Stone. How did you
make the leap from publishing magazines and books
about music and entertainment to sports?

Skipper: It was more happenstance than predetermined.
I moved to sports because Steve Bornstein, who was
president of ESPN at the time, wanted to have an ESPN
magazine. I was already at the Walt Disney Company,
where I was managing book and magazine publishing.
So in 1995, when Disney bought Cap Cities/ABC, which
owned ESPN, Steve Bornstein said, “Well, who’s the magazine guy at Disney who can take a look at our magazine?”
They were publishing a magazine called Total Sports.
And so they had me look at the magazine and asked me
what I thought about it. I told them that I believed there
was a good opportunity for an ESPN magazine, but the
one they were publishing was woefully inadequate. I
also said we probably ought to stop, shut down the magazine, rethink what we wanted to do and start a new
magazine. So that’s what Steve asked me to do.
What got you to ESPN?

Skipper: When we presented the plan for the new magazine, they said, “Well, the good news is we’re going to
do the magazine. And the further good news is you’re
going to come over to ESPN from Disney and run it.” They
transferred me to ESPN.
Once you made the move, how did you establish
yourself at ESPN?

Skipper: I had a pretty good partner in John Walsh, who
was a longtime editorial executive at ESPN. He was my
partner when we did a prototype for the magazine and
were figuring out what we wanted. And then he became
my guide. I guess he was my guide to ESPN, which was
very different from Disney. Disney was a big, global,
Los Angeles-based company. ESPN is in Bristol, Conn.,
a small town. It had a very entrepreneurial spirit. There
was a significant adjustment in culture. And at Disney
I was not a senior executive. When I moved over to run
the magazine, the same thing was true. I was at the VP
level, sort of a third-ring guy.
How were you able to succeed?

Skipper: I had the president of the company, Steve Born-

stein, wanting me to do the magazine. So I had a direct
relationship with the guy in charge. And I had a guide,
John Walsh, who helped me figure out the company. We
ran the magazine from 34th Street in New York, and
Walsh gave me some great advice. He said, “Go to Bristol
once a week to the staff meeting. It’s the way you’ll get
to know the people in Bristol, and the way you’ll begin
to understand the company.” He said, “If you don’t do
that, you can’t succeed here.” So I did it.
How did you learn ESPN’s culture?

Skipper: Mostly personal relationships. The fact that I
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ESPN is one of the most successful media
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was there once a week and met everybody means I got
to understand how they did things. And then it was just
a matter of learning. You learn by meeting people, forming personal relationships, observing how they do business, trying to understand how you fit into it.
So is learning the culture of an organization the way
to succeed?

Skipper: Sure, but let me make an observation. While I
have pretty good skills at assimilation, pretty good skills
at understanding a culture and making personal relationships, the most important thing was not that. It was
that the magazine worked. We had a business plan, we
executed it, it worked.
Business success is the key to professional success?

Top: Brian Smith. Bottom: istockphoto

Skipper: It is. But the thing I always tell people who ask,

“How am I going to succeed? How am I going to get to
move up?” is, “You have to own something within a company, at some point.”
What do you mean by owning something?

Skipper: You have a big company, right? We’ve got 7,000
people here right now. They walk around and they do a
job — and they’re great at it. But a few people own something. John Walsh reinvented “SportsCenter” when he
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first got here. So he owns that. Now that allows him
to have an identity in the company, to be associated
with something successful. If you’re associated with
something successful, people say, “Hey, how about
that guy who made the magazine work? Could he do
something else for us?” That’s what I mean by owning
something.

John Skipper in
Miami with ESPN
remote media
trucks.

Got it. So what did you do after starting the
magazine?

Skipper: The second assignment I got at ESPN was to
manage ESPN.com. It was floundering. I launched the
magazine in March 1998, and it’s now January 2000.
The guy they put in charge of ESPN.com wasn’t succeeding. So they had a problem, right? So I gave up the magazine to fix ESPN.com. But there’s another lesson here.
When they offered me the job doing ESPN magazine I
said, “Well, I can just add it to my portfolio of books
and magazines at Disney, right?” And they said, “No.
You’re going to run the magazine. Period.” They wanted
focus. And then the same thing happened again. ESPN
magazine was working really well. In fact, it was flying.
Business was great. And so I said, “Well, great, I’ll run
the magazine and I’ll run ESPN.com.” And they said,
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“No.” In both cases Steve Bornstein was very clear that he
wanted me to focus on one thing
at a time in order to hold me
directly accountable for what I
was doing, successful or not.
By making you focus, he made you accountable?

Skipper: Yes. And by the way, I do it, too. I want some-

body who I can say, “You’re the person I’m going to hold
accountable. If it’s working I’m going to give you a big
hug and a bonus. And if it’s not working you’re the person responsible, and it’s going to be on you.”
You said you and John Walsh were partners with
the magazine. How does that work with the idea
of accountability?

Skipper: We’re a matrix organization. And to be honest,

there aren’t any perfect organizational structures. We
could sit here and talk about very, very tight divisional
structures where somebody is in charge of ESPNU,
which is for college sports, and they manage everything
about ESPNU, so Sales reports to them and Marketing
reports to them, and so on. And then we could talk
about our structure. In our structure, we have a general
manager of ESPNU. But the fact is, Marketing doesn’t
report to her, Sales doesn’t report to her, Production
doesn’t report to her. So it’s still accountability, but in a
matrix organization, that means leading by influence,
not command.
So who’s in charge? Who’s accountable?

Skipper: Rosalyn Durant is the general manager of ESPNU.
She is the person I look to. And because it’s a matrix, it
may be harder. But I still have to look at her and say,
“Rosalyn, you’re the person responsible for ESPNU. If it
works, you get the credit. If it doesn’t, you don’t.” And
it’s a copout to say, “Well, not everybody works for me.
Sales are down and Sales works for someone else.” My
point is, if sales are down, you still have to fix it, even if
Sales reports to someone else.
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Are power and influence two different things?

Skipper: There’s no hard-and-fast dividing line between
power and influence. But basically, in a matrix organization you have influence, and in a divisional structure you
have power. Rosalyn, at ESPNU, has to figure out how to
line her people up. It just requires a different kind of collegiality and collaboration than in a hierarchical organization where you’re in charge of everything.
Why is a matrix structure better for ESPN?

Skipper: We have a broad collection of assets, all branded
ESPN. And it is so much more important that those
collections of assets are consistent and work together
than it is that any one of them excels alone. Don’t get
me wrong. I don’t doubt if I took the most talented person in the organization and put that person in charge
of any of these assets, they would do a slightly better job
than now. But I also don’t doubt that the collective
whole would probably decline.
The whole is more than the sum of its parts?

Skipper: Absolutely.
What came after ESPN.com?

Skipper: I went back to the magazine for a while because
it wasn’t growing as fast as it should. Then, in the spring
of 2004, they gave me responsibility for sales and marketing. And this time they actually changed their point
of view. They said, “When you do this, you can keep the
magazine. And you can keep ESPN.com.” So this was
probably the seminal moment in my career. It was at
that point they were saying, “We can see you can manage a whole bunch of stuff.”
How does sales and marketing work in a matrix
organization?

Skipper: We had a budget number we had to meet. Say
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ESPN pioneered
simultaneously
using all media
to cover sports.
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it was 10, whatever 10 is. Well, I’d have somebody come
to me from one of the divisions who’d say, “Look, my
budget is two and we’re only going to do 1.9.” And I’d
say, “It doesn’t matter. My budget target is 10. If I make
10, better yet if I make 10 and a half, that’s all you need
to care about.” And sometimes I’d get questioned by my
bosses, who’d say, “Well, gee, how come ‘so-and-so’ is
not doing better?” And I’d say, “People, we’re focused
on the whole.” That’s what a matrix organization does.
It forces you to focus on the whole. I think it’s been
critical to the success of ESPN.

Why did you decide to make those changes?

Skipper: I influenced the decisions, but the guy who
made the decisions was George. In fact, George Bodenheimer was the single most important influence on me
and my development. If you go back to what I always
tell people, “You’ve got to find some things to own,” I
would add that you also have to have a mentor or a
sponsor. You’ve got to find somebody who is going to

Are other media companies matrix organizations?

Skipper: No. We’re the only media company organized
that way, which means all of our content is created from
one group. People work across mediums. People who
have radio shows also appear on television. People who
are writing for the magazine are also doing feature
stories on “E:60.” And we don’t have to ask them. We
changed our talent contracts a few years ago to say,
“You work for ESPN.” We moved to this structure first
in Sales. I got that job in the spring of 2004, and we
made the change in 2005. Ed Erhardt, who was my partner doing this, still runs all the sales and marketing
at ESPN. I’m pretty sure ours was the first wholly integrated sales organization in the media business.
Did you design the new structure?

Skipper: Ed Erhardt and I did.
Was it difficult to make those changes?

Skipper: It was really hard. And by the way, we couldn’t
have done it if they hadn’t put me in the sales and marketing job, because when I was at ESPN.com and at the
magazine I was a huge resister. I was, “No, you’re not
going to take away my sales forces, are you?” So then
they cleverly put me in charge of the sales force, and
we made a single sales force. We took the very strong
point of view that the future was going to be about
cross-platform advertising and that you were going to
better serve your clients by going to them and saying,
“Look, let us put a plan together for you. We can utilize
radio. We can utilize Internet, television, magazines,
and that’ll work better for you.” And it did. It’s been an
enormous advantage to ESPN.

Top: Courtesy ESPN. Bottom: istockphoto

Then what did you do?

Skipper: George Bodenheimer, who was my boss at the
time — he’s actually still my boss — decided to reorganize
the whole company that way. It was, “You know what?
We need to be organized by function.” And that’s when
I moved over to run content. We made content into a
single organization in the fall of 2005. So we suddenly
had an integrated sales force and an integrated editorial
group. And if you look at the success of ESPN in the last
six or seven years, I think those were critical decisions.
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sponsor you getting more responsibility, developing
you and making more money. George did that for me.
He ran ESPN for 13 years, and you need to understand
that when I’m telling you all the things I did, it was
George who was in charge. It was George who provided
the leadership and the environment to do the things
I’ve just mentioned.

ESPN covers
the X Games.

Why was George Bodenheimer so important to the
company’s success?

Skipper: George is the ultimate collaborator. He’s a collegial, consensual manager, and he likes to get everybody
involved. He’s a great process guy. So I certainly improved my ability to lead by watching what George
did. But if you took a survey and asked people who the
great leaders in the media business were over the last
25 years, I’m not positive George’s name would come
up until somebody said, “Well, you know, let’s think
about who the most successful companies were in the
last 15 to 25 years.” And then somebody might figure
out ESPN was one of them and it was George who did
it. You see, George was always a relentless non-selfpromoter. From George I certainly learned humility.
And as I said, I learned about process — which was not
a particular skill of mine. I’m more of an instinctive
guy. But I learned the value of process from George.
Can you give me an example of George’s leadership
style and what you learned from it?

Skipper: In his first year, George said, “We’re going to
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get everybody together, and we’re going to go somewhere and establish our priorities.” I think there were
about 25 or 30 of us, and he took us away for two and
a half days and said, “We’re going to establish the priorities of our company, and what we want to get done in
the next year.” We did that every year for 13 years. We’d
go away and say, “We’re going to set our three or four
priorities for the year.” And we’d come out of the meet-

we’re split on the last priority, so we’re going to do this.”
It was a really interesting process.
What was the result of the process?

Skipper: Unbelievable consensus was the result. Over
time, the meetings grew from about 25 to 30 in the first
year, to about 60 people in the end. Sixty was a little bit
unwieldy. On the other hand, the point was that at the
end, you had 60 people who were really bought in. They
participated. They were there. And they had real clarity,
which they conveyed to the rest of the organization.
What was the discussion like? Was it rough? Was it
collaborative?

Skipper: George set the tone. And if you think about
leadership, one of the things a leader does is set the tone.
George always set a tone that we work together. Animosity is not part of the program here. Embarrassing your
colleagues is not part of the process here. So these were
very constructive discussions.
Are these some of the values that he specifically
articulated for the company?

Skipper: Well, that’s interesting. They’re practiced more
than they are articulated.
Let’s go back to what you said about mentoring and
sponsorship. When George took you on, did you feel
an obligation to perform for him?

ing and say, “Here they are.” And the whole company
would wait for us like they’re waiting for the white
smoke from the cardinals.
Are you going to do that, too, now that you’re in
George’s old job?

Skipper: Yes. I haven’t done it yet. I just got here in Jan
uary and the meeting typically takes place in May, and
our priorities from the last meeting are good ones. But
I will do it.
When George led the sessions, how did they work?

Skipper: Every year, George appointed somebody to

moderate the sessions so he could listen. We would all
be seated in an open rectangle. The moderator would
stand in the middle of the rectangle, and you would
have a process where you’d have a discussion, where
people would make nominations for priorities, and the
moderator would write them down. You’d end up with
30 nominations. Then, you’d break into small groups.
Your responsibility in each of the small groups was to
come up with, say, five nominations. So, you’d pick.
And of course what would emerge is a quick consensus
around one or two things, and then fairly stark and vigorous differences on the other things. So, we’d debate
those out. It was a democratic process with George, the
leader, sitting there listening most of the time. And if
he had to, he’d make a decision. He’d say, “I know that
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Skipper: Oh, yeah. There’s no question that with George’s
leadership approach, your desire was to perform for
him. That was pretty strong and was a significant characteristic of how his leadership style worked. You see,
he’s a good guy and he let you do it your way. He gave
you subtle guidance, but he’d let you do it your way. He
was also very clear about accountability. So you knew
you were in charge, but you also knew then your obligation was to succeed and show George you were doing
things the right way.
It sounds like George really respected the people he
worked with. Is that true?

Skipper: Absolutely. And it works the other way too. The
respect for George in the company is through the roof.
Respect for employees was one of his early priorities.
You see, ESPN grew up as an entrepreneurial venture
— hard-charging, fast-growing. But there came a time in
the company where it had to mature a little bit and get
serious.
You were sponsored by George. Are you doing that
now with others?

Skipper: The good news for me in this job is that the senior management of ESPN is very stable. I did not make
a lot of changes. I have a team with well over 100 years
of experience. I added a few others and added more diversity. But think about all that experience! I’ve got four
25-plus-year veterans, and several 20-plus-year veterans.

Top: Courtesy ESPN. Bottom: Courtesy adidas.com.

ESPN celebrates
Title IX, which
gave U.S. women
equal opportunities in sports.
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You’re a longtime veteran, too, and a member of the
leadership team. Did things change when you became
the leader?

Skipper: We were colleagues before, and now, in a way,
we aren’t. It’s an interesting dynamic.
When you got promoted, how did you approach the
team?

Skipper: I don’t know if I have a good answer yet, since

we haven’t done any surveys so far. But I’ll tell you the
process. I went to each of the people on the team and
asked them where they were. I asked, “How do you feel?
How are you doing? What’s important to you?” That was
the first step. The second step was going back to them
and saying, “Now that I know where you are and what’s
important to you, here’s what’s important to me. And here’s where
those things match up, and here’s
where those things are a little different.” So, first, I tried to understand where they were, and, second, I tried to provide clarity and
vision, and say, “Here’s where we
are. Here’s what we’re going to
do.” And then I asked, “Are you bought in?”

Top: Courtesy ESPN (2). Bottom: Courtesy adidas.com.

What if they say, “Well, I’m sort of bought in, but I
don’t think it’s exactly the right direction?”

Skipper: Well, they have to be bought in. My main responsibility is to reach out, get some understanding
and provide clarity. After that, it isn’t really a choice.
At that point you are either on the team or you’re not.
In the very first staff meeting that I had with my new
group, I closed the meeting by thanking them because
I wouldn’t have gotten my position without them. I
was part of a team that worked for George, and we performed very well, but I was only a part of the team. So I
thanked them for helping me get this job, assured them
that I was committed to their success, and then said,
“We’re going to run this company together. We’re going
to make decisions in our meeting together. Everything
that happens in this meeting stays in this meeting. And
when we leave the meeting we’re all together.” You see, I
always tell the people who work with me, “All criticism
goes up.” You’re unhappy about something, criticize up.
That’s fine. Tell me you’re unhappy with what I’m doing.
Tell me you don’t think we’re doing something right. Tell
me that your colleague is not doing what they should
be doing. But never criticize down. You kill an organization when you start complaining to the people who work
for you about your boss. It’s a killer.
You’ve been president for only a few months. Overall,
how is the transition going?

Skipper: The company is performing very well. We have
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a great senior group, and they’re
not shy — which is another thing
George established. Feedback goes both ways in a professional relationship between a supervisor and somebody he’s supervising. So I think I have a pretty candid
relationship with all the people who work for me, and
they don’t hesitate to give me observations about how
I could do my job better.
Would you say the fundamentals were all in place
for the transition?

Skipper: Yes. Our organization is very stable. If you’re
coming in to fix a company, it’s different — you have to
identify who can help you fix the company and who is
part of the problem. And I’ve been in that situation too.
But look, if you don’t have to make changes, if things are
working well, stability is much better than disruption.

Top: Mark Durden
Smith, left, and
Austin Healey
covering Aviva
Premiership Rugby
for ESPN.
Left: Weekdays
on ESPN from
Miami: Gonzalo
Le Batard, left, and
his son, sportswriter
Dan Le Batard.

Does sports differ from other businesses?

Skipper: Sports is unique. You can’t knock it off. You

can’t copy it. You can knock off “American Idol” or a
police procedural TV show or a comedy show. But you
can’t knock off the Rose Bowl. The Rose Bowl is the
Rose Bowl, and it’s live. Sports content is unique —
99.4 percent of ESPN is watched live. The fundamental
things about running a company transfer, but sports
content is unique.
Did George give you any specific advice when you
succeeded him that you’d like to share?

Skipper: George said, “Don’t try to be like me. Be yourself. Do it the way you want to do it. Just because I’ve
done something one way for a certain number of
years doesn’t mean you have to do it the same way.” 
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The British have
traditionally regarded
horse racing as “the
sport of kings.” But
can it also turn itself
into a business for
capitalists?
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That is a question that hangs over
Britain’s oldest spectator sport. Football,
called soccer in the United States, is
Britain’s most successful turnaround industry; a game that was until recently
associated with violent thugs and dilapidated stadiums is now Britain’s most
popular pastime. Cricket and rugby have
also sharpened their acts. Even snooker
and darts have produced celebrities, in-

cluding Hurricane Higgins and Jocky
Wilson. But horse racing is in danger
of becoming the part of the British sporting scene that is most out of fashion.
The sport’s fan base is aging rapidly.
The sort of people who spend their spare
time hanging around betting shops and
reading racing papers are more likely to
be in their 60s than their 40s.
Its revenue base is also shrinking.

©Charlie Forgham-Bailey/Colorsport/Corbis

A sport of kings
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(And
Sheiks)
By A d r i a n Wo o l d r i d g e
The industry’s business model is built
on the fact that its governing body —
the so-called Levy Board — has a right
to a 10 percent share of the profits made
by the betting operators. But the betting
industry is moving its online operations
to the likes of Gibraltar and Antigua, in
part to escape those fees. Many young
people are spending their money on
poker or football rather than horse rac-
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ing. The remaining horse fans are turning to betting exchanges like Betfair
rather than going to old-fashioned
bookies. These malign trends reduced
the Levy Board’s yield from £90.6 million in 2008-9 to £59.6 million in 201011. And falling yields in turn make it
harder to offer the sort of prizes that
attract the best horses and generate the
most exciting races.

These are formidable challenges. But
against that must be set some formidable strengths. Horse racing is Britain’s
second-most popular sport after football,
with 6 million people going to the races
every year. Four race meetings — Royal
Ascot, the Festival at Cheltenham, the
Grand National and the Epsom Derby
— are routinely among the top 10 most
popular sporting events in Britain.
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Horse racing succeeds on lots of different levels at once: It is a part of the
global social season, a chance to make
some bets, a slice of rural life, an exotic
fashion parade, an excuse to do some
drinking, a spectacle featuring silk-clad
jockeys mounted on thoroughbreds,
and a celebration of the historic links
between England and Ireland.
Prize money aside, Britain brings
more resources to horse racing than
other nations. Britain invented the
sport: the Derby has been going since
the 1760s. The British royal family give
it a unique snob appeal; the queen
gives the title “royal” to Ascot and runs

on these advantages? Can it overcome
a flawed and declining revenue model?
And can it retain its position as the
biggest horse racing power on the
planet? There are several reasons for
thinking that it can. Beneath the tra
dition-encrusted surface of British
horse racing, there are some profound
changes at work.
The industry is sponsoring new
models of ownership. Expense is both
the attraction and the Achilles’ heel of
horse racing. The sheer cost of buying
and maintaining a thoroughbred gives
the game a unique glamour. But it also
limits one thrill of racing — watching

Horse racing is Britain’s secondmost popular sport after football, with 6 million people going
to the races every year.
a spectacular creature that you also
happen to own competing for all that
it is worth — to a tiny few.
But what if you give people a chance
to buy a share in a racehorse? And what
if you make them feel that this share
gives them complete ownership? Several British companies have come up
with the idea of a syndicate. The syndicate gives you a chance to invest in a
horse and keeps you up to date with its
performance. But the syndicate does
the hard work of feeding and watering
the beast and defrays the cost among
several investors. The sport of kings
thus becomes a pastime for Everyman.
And the industry is becoming much
more imaginative at broadening its appeal. New racecourses, like those at Epsom and Cheltenham, come equipped
with conference centers and the like.
Old established courses have been adding fancy tents and upgrading their
grandstands. Aintree has mimicked
Royal Ascot with a “ladies night” during
which fashion is as important as horses.

Adrian Wooldridge is co-author of several
books and is the management editor for The
Economist. He is based in London.
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her own horses in many events. A sizable slice of the landed aristocracy turns
up at many leading events.
Britain has a disproportionate share
of the world’s most popular races, attracting considerable attention with the
Royal Ascot, the Derby and the Grand
National (which attracts more than 500
million viewers globally), among others.
In addition, the nation has a remarkable number of clusters of horse racing
excellence. Most notably, North Wessex
Downs is horse racing’s equivalent of
Silicon Valley, with 3,500 horses in training and a complex of stables, studs and
courses.
Horse racing is also deeply woven
into British life. There are about 4.3 million riders in Britain, including the
prime minister, David Cameron, and
his neighbors and former friends Rebekah Brooks, the former boss of News
International, and her husband, Charlie
Brooks, an Old Etonian and racehorse
trainer.
Can Britain succeed in capitalizing

The Derby has offered entertainment
by Tom Jones and Blondie. The industry
has also introduced bets that have low
stakes but potentially high returns, the
sort of things that experienced horse
fanciers disdain but which ordinary
people find irresistible.
The industry is also learning how to
take advantage of its biggest potential
strength — globalization. British racing
has profited from a flood of Arab money.
Sheik Muhammad bin Rashid Al Maktoum of Dubai maintains lavish stables
in Newmarket and flies 400 horses to
Britain every April, when the Persian
Gulf’s weather becomes too hot.
British racing has established itself
as a central part of the rapidly emerging
global social season: the whirligig of
events at which the world’s richest
people display their wealth and arrange
their affairs. You might even get a chance
to meet the queen or one of the other
royals. And how better to display your
wealth than to buy your own horse and
send it out to race? Thoroughbred horses
and their silk-clad jockeys are far more
beautiful investments than football
players.
The globalization of horse racing is
set to gather pace in the future. Other
Arab principalities like Qatar have
caught the horse racing bug. London is
becoming ever more a center for the
global mega-rich. And, above all, China
is waiting in the wings. The Chinese
rich are infatuated with British brands:
witness Bo Xilai’s decision to send his
son to Harrow and Oxford and buy his
clothes in Savile Row. They also love
betting on the horses; the Hong Kong
races are the richest races on earth. If
the sport of kings can transform itself
into a pastime for communists, then
it really will have a glorious future.
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Sometimes a corporate success story really
does start with a single entrepreneur’s inspired
“aha!” moment. For Under Armour, it started
with Kevin Plank’s sweaty T-shirt.
At the University of Maryland, Plank was a walk-on player and self-proclaimed “sweatiest
guy on the football field.” Weighing a cotton T-shirt before and after play, he found it had
gained 21/2 pounds in sweat, turning into a soggy mass that slowed him down. He searched for
a shirt that would wick the perspiration from his body to make him lighter and faster.
“I had an idea when I started Under Armour in 1996, but I had to learn how to make it real,
I needed to know about fabric and tailoring, so I went to the garment district — we still had
one here back then — and started walking around,” Plank said in an interview at the company’s
Baltimore headquarters. “I did it in three days — I learned how to make my first shirt — then
found manufacturing in Baltimore.”
Plank didn’t invent moisture-wicking fabric, nor was he the first to put it in a T-shirt. DuPont
introduced Coolmax in 1986, and it became the “Intel-inside” for sweat-evaporating shirts
from a myriad of brands and manufacturers. Many other proprietary fabrics followed. Plank’s
innovation came from marrying a wicking material with a stretchy one to make a “compression shirt” that clung to an athlete’s musculature and felt great under football pads and jerseys.
“They really pioneered compression apparel and defined a niche that was nonexistent before that,” said Andrew Burns, a securities analyst with D.A. Davidson & Company in Portland,
Ore. “They brought something new and differentiated to the market, and it took several years
for Nike and Adidas to react. That success continues today. They are still the top in compression
apparel, and really no end in sight.”
But it was hardly an overnight success. After graduating with a
bachelor’s degree in business administration, Plank ran through seven
prototype shirts before settling on a blend of materials that worked.
He then asked his former teammates to try the compression shirts, explaining they would enhance performance on the football field.
As Plank’s friends moved on to professional teams, he would send
them shirts, asking that they pass them out to other players. While
Plank was still operating out of his grandmother’s Georgetown row
house, Under Armour reached a milestone in late 1999, when a $25,000
advertisement in ESPN magazine spurred $1 million in direct sales in
2000, as athletes and teams began buying the product. Galyan’s, a large
retail chain eventually bought out by Dick’s Sporting Goods, took on
the brand and other chains followed. Today almost 30 percent of Under
Armour’s sales come from Dick’s and Sports Authority.
In 2003, Under Armour’s first television advertisement showed a
B Y L AW R E N C E M . F I S H E R
football squad huddled around Plank’s former University of Maryland
teammate Eric Ogbogu, shouting, “We must protect this house.” The
phrase “Protect this house” became emblematic of the Under Armour brand and is still featured prominently in its marketing materials, as are the pro football players who wear the
shirts on the playing field.
The professionals’ endorsement gave Under Armour an almost iconic identity that resonates with aspiring players as well. That identity has helped keep Under Armour the market
leader in performance apparel in the face of competing products like Nike Dri-Fit, Adidas
ClimaLite and Reebok Hydromove.
“Kevin had a strong sense of what it was going to take from a brand perspective, even if he
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was creating a new category, to capture the hearts and minds
of a new generation that could grow up with the product,” said
Paul Swangard, managing director of the James H. Warsaw
Sports Marketing Center at the University of Oregon in Eugene. “Go to any school or playground: There is a generation
of kids who have grown up with the Under Armour brand,
and that has helped stave off the competition and marketing
muscle of companies far larger.”
Had Under Armour stuck to undershirts for football players, it could have had a small though profitable niche, as if REI,
the outdoor-sports company, had stuck to ice axes for mountain climbers or Nike to running shoes. Plank always had ambitions to extend the brand, but he said the extensions had
to make sense, had to be in alignment with the company’s
mission to help athletes perform better.
“The baseball players wanted them, too, and the girls on the
lacrosse team wanted them, and I realized this was a concept,
not just a football T-shirt, but a category and an industry around
this idea of performance,” said Plank. “I was always smart
enough to be naïve enough to not know what we could not accomplish. We love stats and market research and want to be as
smart as we can before we enter any category, but most important, we have to believe that it can happen — heart and head.”
Under Armour now makes clothing and footwear for at

son, for everything in between, are differentiated by a precise
fit and a silky feel. Plank said he wants customers to be able to
pick them out with their eyes closed.
“He was selling the sizzle, but the product actually performed as promised,” said Swangard. “For the companies in
the athletic space, the ‘f word’ is ‘fashion.’ They really don’t want
to be seen as being driven by a fashion consumer behavior
because that would be leaving their heritage behind; these
items are supposed to function as part of the active lifestyle.”
Footwear is unquestionably Under Armour’s boldest
brand extension to date, and the company approached it
from a characteristic point of strength: the needs of the professional football player. Thus Under Armour’s first shoe was
a football boot, colloquially known as a cleat, for the stubs on
the outer sole that add grip in turf. They used innovative materials that kept the shoe light despite a higher top, and added
a built-in compression sleeve that eliminates the need for the
taped-on reinforcement that many athletes attach for support. At $140, the shoe is premium priced but has sold well.
“I think we’re the only company that went from apparel to
footwear,” said Mirchin. “Instead of going into a big-volume
category like running shoes, we knew we had a very captive
audience in football. You buy a football cleat for one purpose,
to play on the football field, whereas 90 percent of basketball

“He was selling the sizzle, but the product
actually performed as promised.”
least 16 men’s and women’s sports, everything from golf to
hunting to something called Tough Mudder, but all share that
common attribute: performance. In an era where Banana
Republic is playing up its “Heritage” in safari clothing, and
Levi’s “Made and Crafted” is meant to recall the Jewish tailor
who turned up in Gold Rush-era San Francisco with a bolt of
denim, Under Armour’s focused marketing of Performance,
with the capital P, has an invaluable ring of authenticity.
“One of the things this company did right was to have a
maniacal focus on performance,” said Matt Mirchin, Under
Armour’s senior vice president for global sports and brand
marketing. “We set out to build the best football T-shirt, but
that became the best performance T-shirt. That gives us the
right and permission to get into outerwear and footwear because the promise to the customer is still performance.”
But there is much more to performance than moving
moisture efficiently. There were perspiration-wicking shirts
before Under Armour, but most felt itchy, fit badly and stank
after a single wearing. Under Armour’s Heat Gear, for temperatures above 75 degrees, Cold Gear, for below 55, and All Sea-
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shoes never see a basketball court. We wanted to authenticate
ourselves on the field of play. Then we added the baseball cleats,
lacrosse cleats, and only then did we go into running shoes.
We wanted to build authenticity.”
But outside of cleats, Under Armour’s foray into shoes has
seen limited success. The company has seen double-digit
growth in the category, but off a very small base, and UA shoes
remain a tiny percentage of Under Armour’s total sales and
claim a minuscule share of the total market. Analysts say the
company name, which naturally brings to mind underwear,
may be part of the problem, and indeed Under Armour has deemphasized it on its Web site and in most marketing materials, going by the unpunctuated initials UA that form its logo.
“UA’s challenge is there’s only so much you can do when
you’re 25 or 30 times smaller than your other domestic competition,” said Swangard. “UA is limited by its brand. It’s synonymous with this category and harder for them with a name
like Under Armour. I could see them doing a sock with moisture wicking, better cushion, but wearing their shoe on the
outside seems counterintuitive to the brand.”
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Courtesy Under Armour

Under Armour founder, Kevin Plank

Women’s clothing is another category where Under Armour has struggled to rise above its heritage. Thanks to Title
IX, an extension of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that guaranteed women equal access to elementary, high school and college sports, and partly due to the feminist movement and
a growing awareness of fitness and health, women athletes
represent nearly as big a market as men — but you would
never know that from Under Armour’s Web site. There are
links for women’s and girls’ clothing, but the art and graphics
are overwhelmingly masculine. Women say it’s a turnoff,
even if they like the clothes.
“The Web site is a bit intimidating if you’re not a jock,”
says Wendy Feltham, a retired school principal from Seattle.
“But I went bicycle touring in Vietnam in February, and my
HeatGear shirt was perfect. I wore it over and over. It looked
fine for nice restaurants under a sweater in Hanoi, and it was
my base layer for bicycling in the chilly north. It was also
ideal when I rode down the tropical coast of southern Vietnam where the breeze from riding filtered through the shirt
and cooled me off.”
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Under Armour executives say they are painfully aware
of the Web site’s shortcomings, not the least from their wives’
remarks, and that it is a work in progress. And they know
they are playing catch-up ball in the women’s market, where
brands like Nike Women, Title Nine and Lululemon have
gained the loyalty of female athletes. But they add that their
women’s business is much bigger than it is perceived to be.
“Our women’s business is $400 million at wholesale,
which is $800 million at retail,” said Byron K. “Chip” Adams
Jr., a longtime board member and private equity investor
who joined the company in 2011 as chief performance officer.
“Our roots were in male team sport. When we first entered
women’s, there was a very heavy, maybe overly heavy male
emphasis. We didn’t have the expertise in the building to tap
into women the way we did into guys.”
Adams readily concedes that the Web site needs work,
but said Under Armour’s approach to women has already
changed dramatically. “What we’ve done in five years is transition from a recognition that the women’s market is important, to a team of women who own that business. Women
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How Wicking Shirts Work
While it seems like the cotton T-shirt

tion, and wicking fabric was born.
Just how, or even if, wicking
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special breed of sheep in New Zea-

wet rag when the wearer perspires.

forces. The wicked moisture

land, as a “technical” fabric. Not to

Early synthetic materials did not ab-

spreads throughout the fabric, al-

be left behind, Under Armour has a

sorb water, but also did not conduct

lowing the moisture to easily evapo-

new technical material of its own,

heat well, trapping the body in a wet

rate.”

which mixes hydrophobic and hydro-

steam room of its own making. The

Branded fabrics, like DuPont’s

philic fibers to wick moisture, plus 5

petrochemicals industry and textile

Coolmax, Under Armour’s Heat

percent elastane to add stretch.

manufacturers searched for a solu-

Guard or Patagonia’s Capilene, em-

They call it Charged Cotton.

designers, women sales. If you walk around the building,
you’ll see almost 50/50. People who, all they think about
is how to make women athletes better or safer. Living the
customer is critical; if we’re not doing that we’re dead.”
International sales is another potential growth area that
presents a challenge to Under Armour. According to UA’s
2011 annual report, net revenues from international sales increased 35 percent last year to $89 million, but that sum represents just 6 percent of the company’s total $1.47 billion in
net revenues. The company has approximately 4,000 points
of retail throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa, compared with 18,000 retail sites in North America. “We believe
the future success of our brand depends on developing our
business outside of North America,” the report said.
Toward that end, in April the company announced it was
hiring former Adidas executive Karl-Heinz “Charlie” Maurath
to run its international business. The announcement came
six days after Under Armour launched its first major television and digital marketing campaign in the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Austria and Switzerland. But Europe could
be a tough market to crack, even without the current euro
zone crisis.
“They talked about that for a long time, that international
was underdeveloped because they didn’t have the management to do it,” said Burns, the equities analyst. “To a certain
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extent that was true. International strategy sat idle. But it’s
also important to call out the heritage of the brand and how
that resonates overseas. UA is a football brand and secondarily a baseball brand — two overwhelmingly popular sports
in the U.S. that no one else cares about. Nike is a running
brand, which is an international sport.”
Taking a page from Plank’s original playbook, Under Armour is wasting no time getting its shirts on the backs of professional rugby and soccer players. This fall, Under Armour
will begin a five-year deal as the uniform sponsor of the English Premier League club Tottenham Hotspur. And the company has full uniform sponsorship deals with the Welsh Rugby
Union, Israel’s Maccabi Tel Aviv soccer team and Greece’s Aris
FC soccer team, as well as individual endorsement deals with
Tottenham defender Michael Dawson, Queens Park Rangers
striker Bobby Zamora and Welsh rugby player Jamie Roberts.
“Being known as a football company is a positive that could
also be a challenge,” said Mirchin. “So we are always looking
at what sports are relevant to customers. Through the sports
of rugby and soccer, we’ll tell the UA story in ways that will
resonate around the world.”
For the quarter ended March 31, UA reported revenues of
more than $384 million, up 23 percent year over year, beating
Wall Street estimates by about $4 million. Earnings per share
rose from $0.23 to $0.28, beating estimates by four cents. The
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company also announced that it expects 2012 revenues of $1.78
to $1.8 billion, up 21 to 22 percent.
But while analysts have cheered UA’s top-line growth, there
are lingering concerns about the bottom line. In a May 14
review, the Web site Seeking Alpha reported: “The company’s
cost of goods sold for Q1 rose nearly 24.8 percent from the
prior year period, which was faster than the 22.93 percent rise
in revenues. That caused gross margins to decline from 46.39
percent to 45.58 percent. Operating margins declined from
6.76 percent to 6.35 percent, quite a bit of a decline. The company did see a decline in their effective tax rate, which helped
to offset some other expenses. However, net profit margins
still declined year over year, from 3.88 percent to 3.81 percent.
All three primary margins declined, which is not a good sign.”
UA’s gross margin of 46.16 percent is slightly higher than
Nike’s 43.79 percent, and considerably lower than Lululemon’s
at 56.88 percent. But profit margins show a much greater disparity, with UA at 6.44 percent, Nike at 9.68 percent and Lululemon at 18.39 percent, nearly three times higher.
Although the very presence of a private equity guy in the
C-suite indicates that leadership is thinking about the numbers, Chip Adams downplays the significance of UA’s net margins. He also questions the direct comparison to Nike, which
is more than 15 times UA’s size, or to Lululemon, which sells
only through its own stores, a very different business model.

“It’s not part of the gritty Baltimore culture to overinvest
in stuff,” Adams says. “People who need stuff are not attracted
here. We’re not wasting money on things. We’re not wasting
money on needless acquisitions, needless campaigns.”
Laura Lippman, a former Baltimore Sun reporter turned
bestselling mystery writer, once described her hometown as
“the city one leaves,” although she never did. Nevertheless,
Baltimore’s population has declined by about a third since its
peak in 1950, and many areas are distinctly depressed and
crime-riddled. On the other hand, much of downtown has
benefited from urban renewal, the Inner Harbor is beautiful,
and the city boasts one of the world’s largest aquariums.
For Adams, who left a home in Woodside, Calif., and an
office among the lions of venture capital on Menlo Park’s Sand
Hill Road, the blue-collar sensibilities and vibrant small neighborhoods of Baltimore help define the company culture. With
its origins in team sports, UA naturally has a team culture that
is quite different from the individually driven nerd mindset
that permeates high-tech companies, he said.
“I can’t believe the authenticity of this place,” Adams said.
“Certain categories of people love Baltimore, and as fast as
we’re growing, this isn’t a corporate culture; it’s a team culture,” he said. “It’s real. It’s Darwin’s law of the best coaching
principles put into practice. It’s about dedication to each other
rather than ourselves. If you come in for a job interview and

Being part of the club, part of the hometown
team, is the core of the Under Armour ethos.
“When growth companies are investing in the things that
are critical to growth — technology, quality, developing people — almost 100 percent of the time, their margins are and
should be lower than larger companies that aren’t trying to
scale as rapidly, and who may have efficiencies greater than
we have,” Adams said. “We’re investing. We have lots of places
we spend money. If our margins weren’t lower, you should
question it.”
While Under Armour’s SG&A expenses look high, Adams
insists the company is not spending money frivolously, and
indeed, the company’s spartan headquarters, in an old brick
Proctor & Gamble factory, would never be mistaken for a Silicon Valley campus. Even as companies like Google brag about
the gourmet cuisine provided to employees, the cafeteria at
UA is titled “Humble and Hungry,” which is also Plank’s email
signature. The one conspicuous perk is the state-of-the-art
exercise equipment available to UA’s preternaturally fit employees — most of them about 30 — and no one at UA would
consider that an unnecessary expense.
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ask, ‘What is my career going to be?’ you’re not going to get
it. Team before self. I’m here because of that. This company
could not exist in Silicon Valley. The people who grew up there
would not thrive in this culture.”
Being part of the club, part of the hometown team, is the
core of the Under Armour ethos that extends beyond corporate headquarters and sponsored teams. That’s why customers will pay more for a hoodie with the vertical UA logo.
Category leadership comes “when you touch the core of
people, when you stay authentic to them,” Adams said. “We
only serve a couple of people. We serve that athlete that likes
premium stuff, but who also wants to be part of a team, part
of a club. When you put it on, it feels better. Athlete is a state
of mind, and that creates a bond that is really powerful for
those people who love the association with this club, and
with having the best product.”
Lawrence M. Fisher has written for The New York Times, Strategy +
Business and many other publications. He is based in San Francisco.
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ASIA
GOLF’S NEW SUPERPOWER
By Doron Levin
Sang Yul Chun’s career as a television executive spans nearly 25

Sang
Yul
Chun
of
SBS

years, a period during which golf in Asia has been transformed from
an expensive hobby for business executives and a very few wealthy
into a televised sport for the masses. This popularity is inspiring a
wave of course construction, tourism and newcomers to the game.
In April 2010, Chun’s portfolio
expanded when the newly organized OneAsia Tour appointed
him chairman. Under his guidance, OneAsia now is contending
to be the most important sanctioning organization for golf tournaments in the region, in part
because of its ability to broadcast
the events to 400 million homes.
With dozens of tournaments already scattered across the continent to attract present and future
stars, his group will guarantee a
prize purse of at least $1 million
for each of the 15 events it will
stage in 2012.
The rise of golf in Asia represents opportunity as well as vindication for Chun and his employer, SBS, the former Seoul
Broadcasting System. With Chun,
who is vice chairman, guiding
strategy and bidding against rival
TV networks, SBS has been looking for ways to popularize golf
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ever since the company’s founding in 1991. The first step in the
strategy was purchasing Asian
broadcast rights for elite tournaments in the United States and
Europe, like the Masters and the
British Open. Lately, local interest
is no longer limited to elite golf in
the West but has been extended
to homegrown players and tournaments like the $1 million Nanshan China Masters, to be held at
the Nanshan International Golf
Club in China on Oct. 11.
“My job has been all about figuring out how to create content
for SBS,” Chun said. “We now have
a platform for that content. Television drives enthusiasm for golf.
In our part of the world, we don’t
have the same craziness for soccer, as in Europe, or for basketball,
as in the U.S.”
Because of golf’s appeal among
big sponsors and its high financial
stakes, the struggle to manage

and control the development of
Asian golf is fierce. A rival sanctioning body, the Asian Tour,
began operating in 2004, with
the same basic goal as OneAsia:
to sanction golf tournaments
and oversee highly lucrative
broadcasting and sponsorship
deals. The Asian Tour lists
Rolex watches and BlackBerry
among its partners.
Chun asserts that OneAsia
has gained the upper hand over
the Asian Tour, citing the number of homes it reaches with
broadcast tournaments, as well
as the size of the purses offered
in tournaments. “Yes, we are the
top tour,” he said. “And, yes, others might dispute that. But our
numbers prove we are right.”
Rivalry between sanctioning
bodies is a familiar narrative in
modern sports. It is exemplified
by the National Football League’s
absorption of the American Foot-
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Gary Moss

Sang Yul Chun’s mission is to
bring great golf coverage to Asia.

ball League in 1970, or by the
squabbling among open-wheel
car racing teams, which created
rival leagues in the United States,
leading to the Championship
Auto Racing Teams circuit in 2003.
Golf in Asia so far has avoided
open acrimony. To strengthen its
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position, OneAsia earlier this
year recruited Tenniel Chu, whose
family operates two enormous
golf resorts in China, both under
the Mission Hills brand. Since the
early 1990s, the Chus, who are
prominent in real estate development, have allied themselves with
Jack Nicklaus and other eminent
names in golf. Chun calls Tenniel
Chu “one of the most important

and respected people in the sport,”
someone whose influence will no
doubt lend weight to Chun’s leadership of the sanctioning body.
The son of a prominent Korean
banker, Chun was sent to the
United States to study business,
graduating from George Washington University in 1964. He
chose advertising as his specialty,
working first for what was the
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Ted Bates agency and then with
Dentsu Young & Rubicam in New
York.
Today, from SBS’s Los Angeles
office, Chun manages a vast Rolodex of contacts at the P.G.A. Tour,
the premier men’s golf sanctioning body in the United States; the
L.P.G. A. for women’s golf; the U.S.
Golf Association; IMG Worldwide,
the agency that represents many
athletes and sponsors; and the
European Tour. His current role
— promote and develop golf for
television audiences, while pursuing sponsors for events and for
commercial time on SBS — is a
natural extension of an earlier
career on Madison Avenue.
“His worldwide perspective
makes Sang unique,” said Ty Vo-

and her name was Se Ri Pak. The
previously obscure young Korean
professional was about to win the
women’s U.S. Open.
After rolling up her slacks, removing her shoes and hitting a
miraculous shot out of the water at
Blackwolf Run in Kohler, Wis., on
the final day of the 1998 tournament, the 20-year-old Pak qualified
for a two-woman playoff and the
next day prevailed in a contest that
lasted 20 holes. She became the
youngest player and the first Asian
to win the U.S. Open, arguably the
world’s most important women’s
event.
“Korea had been suffering in
the Asian financial crisis” that was
devastating markets in the region
since the year before, Chun said.

Korea has contributed a handful of male stars to the
attention of American golf fans, among them Y.E. Yang,
who upset Woods to win the 2009 P.G.A. Championship.
taw, executive vice president of
the P.G. A. Tour. “He’s a diplomat.
He knows and can speak to every
executive in the sport. He and his
boss, Chairman Se-young Yoon,
very early on saw that golf would
be good for Korea, for Seoul Broadcasting and for Asia, so they tied
up the television rights. They have
been visionaries.”
In 1995, SBS had been in business for only four years when
Chun grabbed the Asian TV rights
to L.P.G.A. tournaments for a mere
$3,000, a price that reflected minuscule interest among Korean
viewers for women’s competitive
golf in the United States. By 1997,
the annual rights fee had risen to
$50,000, still a relative bargain. But
a bombshell was about to explode,
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“When she won, it was like a sign
for everyone that you never give
up, that you can come back from
anything if you try.” An overnight
media sensation across Asia, Pak
had been the only Korean player
competing in the L.P.G.A. Her
victory unleashed a torrent of interest, especially among young
women; a decade later, she was
one of 45 Korean women who
had qualified for the L.P.G.A.
Since the arrival of Arnold
Palmer in the 1960s and through
the current era of an on-again
off-again Tiger Woods, crowdpleasing stars have always been
critical to the sport’s vitality.
When Tiger is winning on Sunday,
United States television ratings
spike. When less familiar names

sit atop the standings, viewership
suffers. Korea has contributed a
handful of male stars to the attention of American golf fans, among
them K.J. Choi, Anthony Kim and
Y.E. Yang, who upset Woods to win
the 2009 P.G.A. Championship. On
the distaff side, beyond Se Ri Pak,
Taiwan’s Yani Tseng is regarded by
some as the most formidable talent in the game.
“I don’t think televised golf in
Asia will prove as dependent on a
few big-name stars as in the West,”
Chun said. “We will be more interested in showing how broad the
talent is, highlighting the number
of young players who are hoping to
make their living playing as professionals. In America everything is
about who’s winning. In Asia people care about who’s playing.”
According to Votaw, the main
challenge now facing Chun is to
find companies willing to spend
the millions it takes to sponsor
championships.
In the meantime, Asian nations
are looking toward 2016, when golf
will make its debut as a full-fledged
Olympic sport in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. The rules for Olympic golf
aren’t final, though to qualify a
golfer will have to achieve a high
ranking in global competition, not
just in his or her home country.
Some Asian nations could be cut
out of competition if none of their
players are ranked highly enough.
The only way to develop highly
ranked players will be to anneal
them in competition, which
means the cost of televising golf
tournaments should keep rising.
In the post-Pak world, the price for
the L.P.G.A. rights in Asia eventually reached $10 million annually.
“The price of broadcast rights
got so much higher, SBS decided
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that we couldn’t afford to televise
the men’s and women’s tour,” said
Chun, explaining that a rival Korean network made the winning
bid. “I couldn’t sleep and was sure
I would be fired. The L.P.G.A. tour
was the chairman’s baby,” he said,
referring to Se-young Yoon.
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China’s
Golf
Stars

Fortunately, he said, Yoon forgave him. As for rival Asian networks trying to make their own
mark by broadcasting golf, “the
more the merrier,” Chun said. “My
goal is to make the pie bigger, not
get it all for SBS.”
There is a custom in Asia of

children following in the father’s
footsteps, and that is happening
in Chun’s family. His son David
works for Singapore-based World
Sports Group, whose clients include the 26-year-old Sang-Moon
Bae, who golfs in Asia and on the
P.G.A. Tour.

If tens of millions of Chinese eventually take up golf — as now seems likely —
there is eventually bound to be a fully Asian version of Tiger Woods, who is only
partly of Thai and Chinese ancestry.
A female Chinese star already
has grabbed center stage. Shanshan Feng, 22, won the Wegmans
L.P.G. A. Championship in June,
making her the first golfer of either sex from China to win professionally in the United States.
Feng, a Beijing native who began playing at the age of 10, exemplifies the vision of the late David
Chu, who opened China’s Mission
Hills golf resort, the largest in the
world. A tycoon who made his fortune manufacturing corrugated
paper, Chu became a golfing enthusiast while residing in Toronto.
He and investors created the resort,
which has 12 courses and 216 holes,
in 1992, when only about 100,000
Chinese were playing the sport,
compared with 26 million playing
golf today in the United States.
“As the economy moves forward and the standard of living
improves, more Chinese will take
up golf,” said Tenniel Chu, David’s
son, who answered questions via
e-mail messages. “The Chinese golf
awakening” occurred, he said, because of his late father’s vision that
business executives would one day
need a place for recreation.
With golf stagnant in the West
because of weak economies, Asia
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— especially China — represents
the sport’s best chance for growth.
In contrast to Japan, where golf has
been popular since before World
War II, the sport was virtually unknown in modern China before
the first course, an Arnold Palmer
design, was constructed in 1984.
(One Chinese historian theorizes
that the sport actually was invented
during the Song Dynasty 1,000
years ago and exported to Europe
by Mongolian travelers and eventually to Scotland.)
Notwithstanding economic
liberalization that began under
Chairman Deng Xiaoping, the
ruling Communist Party has been
cautious about allowing activities
that could be construed as elitist
or decadent. Golf courses consume
much arable land and water in a
country that can’t grow enough
food for its inhabitants. But China’s rulers also realize that golf can
spur tourism, currency inflows
and real estate values, as well as
providing a boost to China’s global
athletic prestige.
In 2004, China officially
banned the construction of new
courses. But in a country where
much happens that the central
government unofficially tolerates

China’s Shanshan Feng won the
championship on the U.S. LPGA
tour in 2012.
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or can’t control, many were built
anyway. In 2009, the government’s
own tourism directives referred
to the “regulation” of new courses.
A new ban on course construction
was enacted in 2011, but there is
little indication of how effective
it will be.
Forward Management Group,
a Shenzhen-based golf course design company, said in its most recent annual research paper that
the number of “core” golfers in
China, who played at least eight
rounds a year, had grown 11 percent year-over-year in 2010 to
about 330,000. The country was
host to 24 professional events, up
from 18 in 2009. And developers
opened the equivalent of 60 new
18-hole courses in 2010, bringing
the total number of courses in
the country to 490.
Linda Lim, a native of Singapore and professor of business at
the University of Michigan, says
golf blends well with business in

would spur growth of the sport in
China. It has been a reason for increased government financing
of grassroots projects designed
to stimulate interest, especially
among juniors.
“If golf is to grow globally, it’s
got to come from Asia, and for that
to happen it’s got to move from
the privileged to the masses,” said
Steve Mona, chief executive of the
World Golf Foundation in Jacksonville, Fla.
Shanshan Feng didn’t have the
spotlight to herself for long. The
week after her L.P.G.A. championship victory, 14-year-old Andy
Zhang, also from Beijing, qualified
for the men’s U.S. Open tournament
in San Francisco. Though Zhang
didn’t play well enough to survive
the cut after two rounds, he was
the youngest male ever to qualify
for the elite event — another harbinger that Chinese golf is rising
in a manner that Mao Zedong
could never have imagined.

The year 2008 marked a financial turning point for the Ladies Professional
Golf Association, and a defining moment in its relationship to a rising wave
of talented Asian players.

Asian
Women’s
Golf

The onset of the global economic crisis arrived at a peak in
L.P.G.A. history: $60 million in prize
money at 34 tournaments. But that
year, the L.P.G.A. commissioner
unwittingly set off an uproar by
warning Asian golfers on tour who
spoke little or no English that they
better learn in order to attract more
sponsors and viewers. Or else.
The ensuing backlash from
Asian players and rights groups
was explosive. Carolyn Bivens resigned as L.P.G.A. commissioner.
Meantime the global financial cri-
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Asia, perhaps better than in the
West. “It’s not about the game as
much as the context of the game,”
she said. “It can take four or five
hours to play a round. If someone
agrees to play with you, it means
you are important. Besides, Asians
are drawn to the environment of a
golf course because they have so
little of it in their everyday lives.”
The U.S.-Singapore Free Trade
Agreement, signed by President
George W. Bush in 2003, was said
to have been hatched after a midnight nine holes of golf in Brunei
between then-President Bill Clinton and Prime Minister Goh Chok
Tong at the Asia-Pacific summit in
2000. The matchup turned heads
across Asia. Later, Goh acknowledged that Clinton had played better than he that night. Perhaps that
put the United States president in
a mood to consider Goh’s request
for a free trade pact.
Chu predicted that the inclusion of golf in the 2016 Olympics
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sis began wiping out prize money
and whole tournaments. Numbers
fell by a third, victimized by tighter
budgets and fewer big-money
sponsorships. The sport’s prospects had turned gloomy indeed.
Four years later, the L.P.G.A. is
rebounding — and its connection
to Asia through the women on the
tour turns out to be one of its key
assets. Michelle Wie, a Hawaiian
of Korean ancestry, is sponsored by
Kia and McDonald’s.
“After sponsorships, our most
important source has become the

sale of international TV rights,”
said Mike Whan, who in 2009 was
named L.P.G.A. commissioner, the
eighth in its 62-year history. He
declined to quantify the value of
television rights, though many say
new broadcast deals in Asia are
worth tens of millions of dollars
annually — driven by a new generation of Asian stars and their fans
watching at home in Shanghai,
Singapore and Ho Chi Minh City.
For a tour whose membership
once was almost entirely from the
United States and Europe, Asia now
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contributes more than a quarter of
the top 200 players, including 42
from South Korea and the No. 1 in
the world, Yani Tseng from Taiwan.
From one or two events in Asia
during the 1970s, six L.P.G.A. tournaments are now held on that
continent, including one in Thailand and another in Malaysia.
The L.P.G.A. earlier had worried that United States audiences
might not relate to Asian stars who
speak little English and who might
be treated as ciphers by the United
States media. Led by Whan, the
association is striving to provide
more information and color about
players who are less familiar to
Western audiences. Representatives of Indianapolis-based Language Training Center travel from
tournament to tournament to give
players lessons in English.
“Almost all the Asian players
now can handle themselves in interviews with the media,” said Mike
Scanlan, an L.P.G.A. spokesman.
Among innovations introduced to make all L.P.G.A. players
more familiar to TV audiences
are bibs worn by caddies that include players’ Twitter handles, so
fans may discuss them during
broadcasts.
“The N.B.A. probably has spent
$100 million trying to take basketball around the world, and we have
the L.P.G. A., which has gone global
in a very short time,” Whan said.
He could have added Major League
Baseball and professional football as
other examples of sports that have
struggled to find interest among
non-United States audiences.
Whan, 47, started his business
career at Procter & Gamble in 1987
and had jobs in sports at Wilson
Sporting Goods, Mission ITECH
Hockey and TaylorMade Golf.
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After falling to a low of 22 tournaments after 2008, the L.P.G.A.
has increased that number to 27
this year, paying $48 million in
prize money. He said viewership
is up 40 percent year-over-year.
But he acknowledges that the
current number of tournaments
“isn’t where we need to be.”
An especially bright spot, he
said, is the rising interest resulting
from Asian stars. “I remember
when I first came in as commissioner, everyone was asking me
how I was going to deal with ‘the
Asian influence,’ ” he said. “Tell me
again why this is a bad thing. It’s
an incredible opportunity. We’re
going to make faux pas, sure, but
so what?”
Proof of Whan’s optimism is
that almost a quarter of this year’s
L.P.G.A. tournaments will be held
in Asia. Sime Darby, a leading Malaysian multinational, is title sponsor of the $1.9 million contest in
Kuala Lumpur on Oct. 11.
While touring Asia and meeting sponsors and hosts, the L.P.G.A.
has taken precautions to brief its
non-Asian players about cultural
differences with the United States,
particularly as it relates to respect
for elders.

Michelle Wie, born in Hawaii, has
been playing professionally since
she was 16.

“We’ve told our American players, you need to respect them, to
study their business card when
they hand it to you, to drink when
they offer a toast,” Scanlan said.
Praising the efforts that Asian players have made to blend in to American culture, he cited the example
of Yani Tseng.
“At the end of 2011, Yani came
to me and said she wanted to throw
a dinner party for the media at her
house” in Orlando, which she had
purchased from her hero, the retired golf champion Annika Sorenstam, Scanlan said. It was a jolly
affair, he said, featuring darts, billiards and table tennis.
Whan recalled watching the
Russian gymnast Olga Korbut
when he was young. “We didn’t
like the Russians, but how could
you not cheer for her once you
knew her story?” he said. “We
have a hundred Olga Korbuts.”
Doron P. Levin is a Detroit-based journalist and author. He has covered the
world auto industry for The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times, The Detroit
Free Press, Fortune and Bloomberg.
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Parting Thoughts

by Joel Kurtzman

Let’s face it, the United States has tried
to sell baseball to the rest of the world
for decades.
So far, it has been exported into parts of Latin America,
the Caribbean and Japan. The Canadians play the game, most
likely to keep things calm in the immediate neighborhood.
But no one in Canada seemed to notice (or mind) when one
of the country’s two teams changed its name and moved to
Washington, D.C.
Don’t get me wrong. I love baseball, go to games and played
it as a kid, and I play it now every time 17 friends show up at my
house with bats, balls and gloves. That’s not very often.
The United States may have given the world the Wright
brothers, MTV, Elvis and cheese in an aerosol can, but it can’t
seem to give the world baseball. And yet, true to its indomita
ble spirit, the nation still tries.
No one disputes that when the World Series is on, a few
pubs in Britain switch on the tube. But that’s only in those
tony neighborhoods where lots of Americans live. Contrast
that with the mayhem that engulfs the world when the World
Cup is on.
There probably isn’t another sport in the world, even if
you include cricket, which no one actually understands, that
puts so many players on the field with next to nothing to do.
To the uninformed observer, baseball is a little like
watching a group of laborers fixing a road — al
though you do get to drink beer as you watch.
One worker stands there with a jackhammer,
shaking and twitching like mad, while the
other workers watch. Then they break for
lunch. Change the jackhammer to a bat, and
you’ve pretty much got baseball figured out.
Athletes who play any other sport — Amer
ican and European football, basketball,
rugby, bicycle racing, tennis — work up
a sweat. You can’t chase, kick, head-butt
and body slam a soccer ball for 90 min
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utes and chew tobacco at the same time, which some baseball
players do. And what other athletes, aside from auto racers
and jockeys, wear sunglasses while in action? Imagine rugby
with one player wearing shades. The other players would
grab them, break them in two, and probably eat them, glass
and all.
Then there is the energy that is expended during play.
Footballers like Lionel Messi of FC Barcelona and Cristiano
Ronaldo of Real Madrid never stand still. If they wore heart
monitors underneath their colorful jerseys, there’s no doubt
they would be in the red zone. But a centerfielder in Major
League Baseball? He’d be lucky to get his pulse above a resting
rate of 72. In baseball, the players are often a lot more relaxed
than the fans.
The game doesn’t keep players trim either. Babe Ruth,
whose career went from 1914 to 1935, smoked, drank and
packed more than a few extra pounds. And yet, he managed
to hit the ball out of the park and round the bases like no
body else. Contrast Ruth’s physique with that of a fireplug
like Pelé or a heartthrob like David Beckham.
And yet, despite the game’s flaws and eccentricities,
Americans, and a few others, love baseball. We watch it on
TV and at the stadium, listen to it on the radio, read about
it in the papers and on the Web, text each other the scores,
and can’t ever seem to get enough. Baseball is a passion.
It kind of reminds me of the guy who fixed my car. It
took all day, he swore a lot and got grease on my steer
ing wheel, and I’m certain did practically no work.
Then he handed me an astronomical bill. When I
argued with him about the bill, he sat back, chewed
a stick of gum, gave me a series of plausible explana
tions and statistics, and compared his work to the
work of those who had come before. He drew dia
grams showing what he had done, and he smiled a lot.
I must admit, I was entertained by the guy and
I was charmed, and I paid the bill in full. But then,
after I left, I realized he hadn’t actually fixed
my car.
You have to love the game.

Robert Risko
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